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Preface

t
1 .

, . '

Blithguage.itesting is one of the most Ovious,Andimportanreas for ac- ... ;'
4: 1

tiyity idapplied TiniuisticS. tilt fits the,seneral paradigm well: tke.'
. problem is clearly language related, an-d;.the Solution must come from lin-

guistics and from another di4Stipline--psychomctrics--as well. Each of
Y -* 'Xhe:mAjor branches of linguistics--theoret,icar, psycholinguistic, and

Sociolinguistic--has its own, special rOleVito play, and each ha,s exerted(.-..itk influence on' the development'iof the field.. The involvement of psycho-
', uktrics is a necessity as well. 6$ood language. testing-'needs to be based

on releyant knowledge from applied linguistics;Ind'from. psychomarics.'
Given this, and considering the social" relevance of the field; it is

%

r

I

-appropriate that this third series of .Papers in Applied Linguistics be
-dedicated to Chronicling Advances in Language Testing. The series .. will

first survey the state of the art and then present theoretical, practical;
and technical articles that record its progress- Each issue will havq a
specific theme; the series as.a whole is meant.to provide a means for

1 continuing. communication, among all.those concefned with language testing./
1 whether as users, practitioners, or theorists.

The firsts three'fasicles hpve a special historY.which should be men-,

xioned here. They include original and revised versions oirticles
cOmmissioned.to appear in a volume intended to be called Cu ent Trends
in Language Testing. The original publisher'sdifficurties left the
manuscript in limbo for -some time, and the.. size of the enterprise ais-
couragedsicher publishers frm taking up the project. Kriften as a stir-
vey of the statt of the art. they are a Rona start for the present series

,

Bernard SpoJsPu
April 107P
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Introduction:.
Linguists and Lpng age Testers

on
cery has been" the emphasi.S. on testihg. Tormal objectiving has
,e of the distipiguishing features of West rn education in.the tWentieth

cent
come to be considered one Hof the most cal steps in the modernization
of education. In Many countries, the conflict between traditional,'"subl
jective examinatiohs and the newer noble tive" standardized tests is '',
still a central issue for professional an public debate.. Concurrently
With -the growt1-0of testing, there hds dev loped a body of professionals
-trained and qualified in educational' mtas rement. These testers, whose
field is called psychometrics,tend to fi their basic concepts and ,

,techniques in psychodogy, in gerieral, and in,educational psychology, .in
tparticular., Thig perhaps explains their pecial concern wj.th the question

, of how to test: 'treated often as techni lams, they tend'to assume less
responsibility foir'deciding what' to -test.: While: this is true of testing

4n most fields, -ik the area of language testing the situation is fuhda-I
menta ly different,:.. language testers are much more likely OD be lin-
guists; and thus subject-matter Specialists, than thy aye'to he tiained
riMari in educational measurement. .*e,tendency.is clearly inns-

tratea i this volume; where most clfil fhe.cOnfrihutors, a e'f ,them pTo
fessionally involved with. Language testing to,a great extent, yould'
consider themselves 0.inguiSts rather than psychologists. It, will he rhe
pur est- of this infrodUcti9n to attempt to find some txplanatio for thi

I
,trend, and towexplore the 'special reaspil why applied linguists fiiid.
Innguage tes ing so fruitful an activity for their research and pta-ti,=7.

It is useful, though an over-gene'ralization, to div;de language
testing iiato three major trend:, which I will label the pre.-7,seientifi-.
the psychometric structuralist, an the integrative-soci-linguistir. the
trends follow in onler hit oveTlap in lime and approach. Fly-th'rd ri'Vq
up many '''lements of the first, and the second and thylc0 exist and
compete. But the crude classifirations,..will provide 1-, f'79111,?work (.- d;-...

cussion And some notion of progress in t.)%c; ficIld. i ----___.or

The b"re-scientific pe'l;i0d (or trend, fir i t st i i I holds swan in many
parts-of the world) may he charact-rized by lack of concern f.o,r -,tatisti
cal.matterSor for such ?lotions as objlstinity an4%reliabilify,. Tri itc.

simplest form, it assumes that one can knd must rely completety on fhp
judgment -of an experince&teacher, who, can tell after a few minutes'
conversation, or after reading a student's essay, wha't mark' to7'.give7 In
the pre - ,scientific mode, oral examinations of any kind were the exception:
language testing was assumed'. to he a matter of open-ended written examina-
tion . Depending on the language teaching philosophy,'such exaMinations

- .%.
wou consist of passages for translat,ioninto:or from ,the foreign lark,- '1.

gua e; .free cbmposition in it;. and selected, items of grammatical,, textual.
orkcultutal intepest. buring.this. period,..4na in this approach, janguage
tests are clear y the business of language Teachers, or, iii more formal
Situations, of language teachers promoted nr specially 'app'ointed as eXam. .-,
inelfs. No special expertise.is required: -if n ne'rson knows how to tnnth.

'

S
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it is to be assumed that he can judge the proficien
\
y of his students.

The next period, however; sees the 'invasion of e field by experts.
The psychometric-structuralist trend, though hyphenated for reasonsthat

become apparent, is marked by the interaction (a?1 conflict) of two
sets of expert, agreeing with each other mainly in thekir belief ffiit

,testing can be Madeprecise, objective, reliable, and s . The
first of these groups of experts were the lesters, the p chologists
responsible for the development of modern theories andtea niques of

. educati nal measurement. Their key concerns have been to ovide "objec-
tive":me sures using various statistical techniques to. assn e reliability
and cert in. kinds of ,validity. Their first thrust was to de tr nstrate the

\ unreliabi ity of traditional examinations, and studies such as those of
Pilliner (1952) and others on the marking of essays showed how unreliable
subjective scores_ can be. This done, they moved to develop-more reliable
anpasitres, working to find either techniques for making judgments more
rtliable'or new kinds of test items more amenable to control.

The4etter known ,work of the testers was the development of short
item, Multiple choice, "objective" tests. The demands of statistical'
measures of reliability and validity were Seen as of paramount importance:
"Firstly, the shape of all tests, Nether predictive or non...predictive,
langUage or non - language,' is primatily determined by the need to test the
tesfts. for reliability and validity. That is why, for instance, the mul-
tiple choice carp_que of answering is so common (Ingram, 1968, p. 7.4)."

There we No results from this emphasis. First, tests like this
required writ en responss, and so were limited to reading and listening.
Second, the items en did not reflect newer ideas about language
teaching-and le, ing. The testers and psychologicts added "scientific'
techniques to language testing, .but left a great numherglinf deficienc.ies
WrIting kl_19;2, Carroll quotes wi'h apt"ro al 'he crit'Gi,m 0( la
gunge testing that p-h^rt i,d, nd ;- h;, .

tora..1,,thesis:
.

A number of conclusions a'e reached. The' are (1) that a great
lag Pxists'i" rr-asuremeut in Fnglish as n "reign la"guRge,A"'
that the lag is connoct-d with un=cientlfi viot.s langunco
(3) that th- sc;ence -1 lanr,rape MoAll h- ,Is o° in irfinin
to teach. .

Iv r, f, th, nut.(nri.
lineniFti ; I, r

r 10 '1

Uar,oll .-onfirms Lnd-'s judgment- 'nd !lids -t}13( n gr.at lag e"isls in
all f,'relgn langnnge mrlsrement," Tho lap 1;a1 shown up fiost in "P
,4tuy of foreipn languago ton. King ca,ricd -lit by Agnrd api Kunkel 110/1q'.

the onl% tes' WP,C, -ritton to t= f vocabulary, +1'ling. and
gramma', and none weyo th, oral sk1'1. 0-hat ,0,,
coming to he e,vhasi-ed.

The socond major impotu= of the "scientific" period, or approar-h,
then, wa= when a now set of expert,- added notions from the scHonce of
language to those from the scierico of educational ffienF.urrsmenf. One
scholar who has straddled the two fields for most of his career is /ohn
B. Carroll whose early (1 A() and recent (19-R) work alike show his ern)
cern with psychologically and linguistic lly validszeasures of verbal
abilities, whether in native or learned nguages.07rarrolPcispecial
role in the development of lanbage tets has arisen from his ability t"
speak as a fellow prdfwional to both linguists and pcychologists, an
his influence has been widely felt (cf. nrroll, I964a. 1968h, 197211.

irlr'rtnrice' -.Ir.+, ifte.t i 11,1;r(
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lists of references in,a volun such as this.
In reviews of the state of the art written in.1952 (Carroll, 1952,_

19-33), Citroll drew attention'to Robert Ladoistoctoral dissertation,
which marked most clearly the second stage of the 'scientific" period,
the adslition of linguistic'principles to language testing. The dissqrta
tion, written by Lado at the University Of Michigan under, the direction
of Charles C. Fries, was concernecwith the construction of English .

achievement tests for-Latin-American st ents. Over the next decade, Lado
refined his notions of language testing, and published in 1961 a book that
is a classic exposition of the structur -linguist's approach to testing.
It is not too much of an exaggeration t suggest that a great proportion.
of work'in language testing sincetado (1961) is'eIther based on it 1r is

r*an attempt to ahswer or correct so of the poizits it makes.
The point of major controversy has probably been the theory of testing

probleins. Lado clioAe to set the contrastive analysis hypothesis as one -
of the central assumptions of his testing work, opening himself to criti-
cism of both the general theory'(cf., for example, Hamp, 1968; Di Pietro'
1971) and its application to testing (Upshur, 1962). But even this
stresses the basic importance of Ladol*Work; for he was bothinsist g;
on and ilemonstrating the relevance of limguisti s to langu'age testing.
He accepts completely the psychometric principles basic to testing, and
explains them clearly enough for language-tea ers and even linguists to
understand, but he leaves. rko doubt that linguists, with their understand-
ing of the nature of language, mu-gt be the ones to set the4gpecifications
for language tests. ----

Thep was the time still'an easy congruence between American struc-
turalist Views of language and the psychological theories and prettacal
needs of testers. On tile theoretibcal side-, both agreed that knowledge of
language was a matter of hahits; oh the practicaq side, testers wanted,
and structuralists knew how to deliver, 1,,ng lists of stria ems which
could he sampled and tested ,,hjectively. The structural li list's view
of language as essentially , matter of itemand-arrangement fell easily
into the tester's notion of a set of disirete skills to he measured. Tr
is (superficially at least) net too hatd u, 1+ui1.1 7,T, (1I ..-.rikr, rn,iltirl"

,I,";Ce test frV \a -tru.tu.r.,1 grnmmr. i
The marriaP of the two fi tds, then. proided the basic for the

;rfl-urfshing of the stq.dardiz
. lanpuage test with its special emph',,;ic

on wh,t Carroll (10611 l'I.T.TTr'd ti'r. "di .,:rte stuture oint:" item. He
noted that., "The worl of 1.ado nn,.1 othr language testing ,pecinlists has
co,rectly pointed to the ,'esital ilit of te,ring fo, vet, .4pific i.em,
of language knowledkie and skill ;-di.:i 11541".-ampled fr, the ticuntly

Th!, ",1, f.,17..hi(0.1 ,-ii,hio fl,lo va);.4pnormowl pool of prssi.hle ;t,m,
t e-t inp((*ar'ir--?)11, '961)." s-

As a re-ult of Lade' w-rk, both language che,,,.. trod linguictq ha,i
full ar'cecc to the field of langlinqe testing. 11"re is an important
degree ofcmodesty in his ;:ipptoach, f,,r'he accepts the tecter's right to
establish kinds of tests and methods of jild)%ng validity and reliability,
even while insistin9 on the responsihility of the linguist toydecide what
is to he rested The three mlior hooks on }anintage testing since then
(Vnlette, 1967; Harris. 1960: and Clark, 19

i
2) share a great number of

very,assumptions. They very, of course; to .mphasisrl Valette applies the
principles to languages otfier.than English, Harris aims to be concise.
and practical,' and Clark emphasizes psychometrics, hart they arc all
largeOly within' he structuralist psychometric tr .

The major a ievement of this trend ha', probry been the product i on
of a number of well - designed. sthndardized tests, such as those ndrninis
tered by 1'(Ilicition:11 Testinv '7,rrvice.

1 1hp (Itrtrilmto Record Fv.imin.ltions

i
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Advanced Tests in various languages, the MLA Foreign Language
,

Tests. for ,

Teachers and Advanced Students, the Test of English assai.Foreign Language,
and.the College Entrance Examination Board Achievement Tests in various ,

languages are all good-quality tests in this tradition, widely and confi-
dently.Used to measure student progress and progra(success. Similar
tests ars.ngw available in Great Britain and parts of Europe, and the
notion bf objective testing and thp principles on which it is based. have
now spreadd"throughout the world. Of greatest importance ,in this' develop-
ment has been the possibility of tests that can be-used efficiently wi...th
large numbers of subjects oveina wide graphical area. The Test of
English as a Foreign Language, for instance, is now given four %tl:1p a
year at 112 centers in the U.S. and 260 overseas. .

/
'

The structural-psychometric trend has not, completely overcome the
objections of the traditionalists,who continue to)eel that'less specific
measures are still of great value. They have therefore been instrumental-
in the development of more reliable Methods of.jUdging,the moleasubiec-
tiv_e,Ainds of performanieo The first was concerned with the judgment of

-written proficiency. At the same time that some scholars were showing
that "objective writing" tests, which usually'involl'ed multiple choice
items, correlate well with other measures, others were pointing out the
kinds of techniques of shorter essays; scoring guides, 1d'multiple
judgmepts at add reliability to subjective marking. It was shown, then,
that the.tr ition4d1 tests, with their obvious face'validity., could be
improved. e second effort went into the problem of judging oral profi- e

ciency, a skill least satisfactorily handled by the objective tests.
With all its importance, speech production remains the hardest to test.
"The most difficult problerqs arise when trying to construct tests of

_

ability td*speak alkianguage.....SuffEce it to say that although the ideal -

of a test based on free conversation is very attractive, the problems of
sampling and reliable scoring are almost insoluble, unles a good dkNal
of time uld many standardized expert-testkrs are available (Perti,n. 1968. p
115)." M)en a-good deal of. time and expert 'tester's are available, some-
thing very good can he done, as is shown fq, th reign SeA4c6 Institute

7
/testing technique descrNed by Randall .Jones 19 g). The-Piblern with
thee- e tests turns alat t" be not theoretical bu practical: e'-say ,IS
and i tervieVJ tests fan be m e quite reliable and objective. but it is

expensive to do so Me supp rters of discrete C't-cmteet . 1-pm. I-41 ri ti

.1""^ effiCiPTICV 'as well as theory on their side. *
There hAve. howeve,, biro increasingly strong atta,ks on their

principles, .Issocia,ed wi fl two trend- in contemporary liinguistics. The
first, which 1 will call,. h .9 elanguag cc4petence trendee is sconnected to
various iews_of psyeholinguists. `'ft is based on a hflief in such P
thi-nt ac overall language proficiency. Ind - foeli4 thar kno%kledge: of 9

language is m$1..q than just the sum of a set of discretr. parts. . the
second, which f will call the communicative comptence trcnd, i.s connected
with views of mOd,ern sociolinguists: it 'Iccepts the beli6f in : integrativ'
testing, but insists on the need to add a strong flinc.tirNfli dimension tip
language testing.

The isSbe was first raised clearly by Carroll (1961). After he f ,

described the role of discret. structure tests, he,went on to argue tlat
they fail tic --meet a number of b.a,ic criteria for the measurement of 1 n-_

guage knowledge. He streSIged, therefore, the need for what he called an
`- integrative applvach," where one pays.attention pot to specific stru
tural o-r lexical items% but to the "total commoni4tive effect of an
utteralice." Suchan approach has several atages: an integrative
test ,is broader in its sampling and less likely to be tied to a particular(
course of t thing. thedirficulty of ohe task involved i..7 more easi4v I,_,

1p
.
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related to a subjective standard, and it.fOcuses on the general questiOn- .\'
of ,how well a learner is functioning- in the' target lapguage.regardlPss -f

.

i his olin language background. ,

. . I
'' 1 .

Carroll is thus the first to argue for:what call the "Iniegrat4e- 4,...

sociolinguistic" trend: he refers in this 1961 aper'not just to rote- .,

watilive testing" but 4to "communicative effect":and "normal.comfiunicative
situatio," and others who deal with the'problemAcf. -Spopty,.19.68;
-Oiler, 1973a; Jhkobovlk,'1969) =4-clearly, indebted to him.

I hive discussed'the.basic princip e.les of the languag competence,' _or
psycholngUTstic; trend in some detail in other papers (Spolsky,. 1972,
1973); they are also dealt .with by Oiler and IngraM)in this volume. ~'-,

'Briefly, the. rgument goes something like 'this. While structural lin-
guistic theory held that knowledge of language was a set of habits, with.
the consequence for testing thAt it is possible to select a sample of ,f'

discrete items,contempOiary linguistic theory emphasizes (rather the
crlaative elemeni* of language, the infinite,nature of the Set of ssible
sentences, and the' incompleteness Of graMmars attempting to' charct
knowledge of. a lgnguage. This change of theoretical view challenges
the linguistic validity of discrete item tests. But there is a second

, -2re avant "fiCtabout language,' either derived. _from the statistical theory
of c unication or seen as part of'apragmatic grammar: thi's is that
knowledge of'a l'angUage necessarily-requires the ability to function even.'

..when there is reducea redundancy, ,making use of what-Mier- cal an
,expectancy grammar, Two major tecAniques are propoted to handle this:
the cloze test [Holtzman-, 1967 (and 011e'r in this volume)l, or a dified
form of it (Darnell,.1968), or 'the dictation test with (Spolsky et al,

_ 1968) or without (oller,....-1971) added noise. Theseirocedures, it is

1)11C

rgued, have the rekiability,of other objective measures, and their
effictrirry and ease of admigA:stration, and, in additiOn, the stronge

prWided by the theory behind ,them. .The 'propbsals.are new,
will neeO ensiderable evidence:befor thdy are accepted; there is po.

,

cL

mention o9'the cloze proced6re in Lado (1961), Valette (1967), Harris's .i.:.,

(1969) ; or even Clark.(1972); and the first fhree:ai-e far from endo/s*i)0:','
. ._.

ZiCtation. But they clearly demonstrate one of--,the key elements in t10,:'
prelpnt trend: linguistc unashamedly pTese'nttng arguments, on rychPa_

q.,

. linguistic grdunds `lone, -n the nature of language 'tests. . .
.

.

. The second part of the trenci.is coneetned,with the need. te'test.
'.1

communicat$ve competcnce. This trend =s, in pat', a reaction to the
failure oaf Chomskyap linguistic-theory to handle the full complexity of
language use any -better than the theories it 'ep)aced. sociolinguistic
emPhases are clear in Cooler (19681 'and, with a.6lightly aifferent emphn
sis, in Jakohovits (10691; the principles are illustrated in the te<ts
tsed by Cooper' in the Jersey City study (Tishman et al.,. 10-1), and tb,)-:
described hy.-Spolsky et al. e1972) and by Le''enston (19/S). The key

k . arguments involved in the sociolinguistic trend are twofold/ one simpli
fyirg and .the ether complicating the process. First is thetnotion that
-knowingla language involves being ahle to use it in certain circumstances:
whatever the specific items a speaker can control, it is his overall . .

ability to perform with it that counts. A subject must be tested for
ills ability to communicate" in a given situation. In a test of Navajo-

.

English dominance, for instance, we assumed that any six-year-old who
n\ could answer the traditional Navajo question, "What is your clan" could "V'
4 he cans idered a fluent speaker of the language (Spolsky et al., 1972.

The complication Is, of course, allowing for the knowledge of different
-4-4'"" varieties and the-ability to handle tlilm in different circumstances.

The-variqus approaches to. testilig.that I have been discussing are, ..

considered in more detail in other g,h,aptors in this vnlime. My main pur-
.

a.
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posii this-introductioh,has been to .show how'it is that.ling4siS fiave-.
,

come to consider that-languagetesting).$'well within theifproVinc4.
The general line, of develOpmen ',has b en something'like'this.
testing was simply\U teacher's functi n, although many people:belieyedia'
'teacher's judgment maticatly impro ed when he changed hats and was..
identified as an ex -;er. Next, experts on testing movecl! intoThe field
with their.principles. It wO soon shown that psychologists alone'could
not develop good language tests: some la.nguists e Lado showed that
the job needed to'be. shared 1ànd .to, depend on two of expertise.
Fina?.1y,"a gfoup of psychol nguiSts and toiolin S. with "somewhat
imperialistic nations, are tarting to claim, the lel.' completely for
themselves. Language test'ng, thwey seem-to be saying, is too important
to be left to language te ters.

.Even though this may be an exaggeration; we still need to account for
ich lahguage testing is such a congenial' field! to linguists,.
kinds of subject matter testing is usually left to testigg
answer4.1ies, I believe, in tlie fact that linguists consider

the way in
whereas oth
experts. Wte

. the question of knowledge of language to be central to their concerns.
They are all the time trying to characterize in a grammakwhat /t teans- '
to knoW a languake: iit is thus quite reasonable for some linguists to be
interested ,in measuring knowledge of language. Upshur suggests, "Trends,
in second-language/testing ten to follow trends in second-language
teaching, and in tie United*Stites--at least in recent times--trends in
second-langrge testing hive tended to follow trends in linguistics
(Upshur, 1. 2, p./435)."

believe one can state the-positOn even more directly. As language '

testing has come to be a field for linguists, it has become open to'diiect
influence from dexteiopments in linguistics. Because litiguists in the last..
few years have been concerned with describing knowledge of a language,-'
and, now, knowledge of language 6se, language testers have been able to
draw on their theories for practical implications regarçg how to measure
such 'knowledge. Language testing has thus become one o the 'most fruitful
areas in which linguistics. may he applied. More. it hns'"ecomlone of
the area's wh're he tltvgnrc.i. of iirwtlistic c-n 11F. n te-tet
in practirP. t 1,

r

vothporV.
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"The Psycho linguistic Basis

Elisabeth Ingram

%

.. , 4 i,
INTRODUCTION

r...:,

There are a great many diversethods in use for the assessmeit of lan-.
guage command. They range from translaticin of literary passages, writ-
ing essam AliCtation, etc. to choosing the Correct a ternative froM a
set of Multiple choice items, tq he answered at.fiigh speed, each testing

.

. some highly specific point or phonology, syntax, or vocabulary.
.

... The psycholinguistic bases for these practices are,not at all-clear.
Itdoes nqt help -that the delimitation of the term` "psycholinguistics"
is notvery clear either. In this article 'I shall first attempt to deal
wifhsome of the interpretations of the term psycholinguistics, and then
try to

,
relate these to traditional and recent testing pra4ices.

PSYCHGLINGUISTICS

There are 2 interpretationrof the term psycholinguistics (in fact,
there are several., but resolving into a dichotomy.of one versus all the
rest). The first is highly specific, closely linkbd to generative lin-

. 1g stics, and Owes its origin to Chomsky (1965, 1968). For some people
t s is the only acceptable use of the term. For othersi like-Carroll;

.14. who, I believe, first used the term in print, ()953), psycholinguistics
Ais"simply a word used to cover !ny area of joint interest to psychold-
gists and linguists, regardless of theoretical orientation and degree of
formality.

,I shall.discuss,,first the Chomskyan interpreta tion. As Kuhn (19(,2)
.,,has pointed. out, a science (or a movement *4thin a science) consists not

only of a set of theories ridof techniqiies)and methods for discovering
and describing events, but also.of a set of beliefs and attitudes about'
the proper way of regarding the whole enterprise- bout the true nature

t.

cf the object Linder study and the correct way to proach it. In 'trans-
formational linguistics and psycholinguistics,

.s

th se a priori attitudes
are particularly important,

In ChOmsky's view, alanguage consists oiCs.non-finite et of well-
,

formed sentences. It is the job of the linguist to describe,the univer-
sals of language - -the essential but abstract categories and relations
which constitute linguistic deep structure--and to relate them to the t

structure of actual sentences in a language, as they appear on the sur-
face. But further,for Chomsky the ultimate aim of inguistics-is to
contribute to the study of the human mind. A grammar must therefore not
only be descriptively adequate, it must also have explanatory adequacy:
it must explain the processes that underly7 the functioning -of the "native
speaker-hearer." :rhit obviously gives psycho linguistics a very central ,

1
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. place, -4nd for C sk)c, wh clbartioulqi-ly characterises the native
speaker is his gramm intuition and.his language creativity. Be-
:

-cause he has intuition, he can distingdish grammatilba4 sentences frdtn un-'
gratATaticar odes, .and becalfse he Is creative, he.can.l.mderstand and pro-'
duce sentences whdch he has.hel?er heard 'kafore. These are not ,y

areiif the -strict sense. They deeply herd conxictions-about the essense
of things--conVictio whi determine the areas of interest and the me-
thods of approach.

. . ';'- ,

Chomsky also has ver rong convictions about the form,tha i theory
and a description of languagemust take. The theory must be generative;...
that is; it must result ina ddscrigtion which is explicit. This in turn
means that rir must be Of such a nature that a logical machine could,
0460 the elements and the rules, generate only the well-formed or gram-
matically-correct sentences of the lan4uage andrione'of the ill-formed
ones. .

-

*Approaches to Language Testing

Through _very closely argued reasoning, starting from these premises
(among others), Chomsky arrived at the conclusiOn that the desired axi-
omatisation can best be achieved by employing 2 sets of rules--phrasT
structure ,rules to account for the deep structure and transformational
rules to lifik up the deep structure with The surface structure.
here In the area of linguistic theory proper. There has been a gr
(1-641 of work done within theoretical genertative linguistics, and most o
it has been deVoted to exploring the possibilities of accountingl'or Ian
wage in terms of these 2'rules.

Psyckolingnists within the generatiN framework have accepted both
Ehomsky's presuppositions about the nature of language and language use
and his specific linguistic Ibeory. They also accept one further char-
acterisation of native siNeaU'irs-Ithat they possess a language faculty
which consists of a competence component and a performance component..
When native speakers distingUish well-formed sentences from ill-formed
ones, they do so by virtueof their own competence. The aim of the
ling lst is-to describe,this native-speaker competence both in term:, of
certain grammatical categories and in terms of phrase structure 4ulez
and transformational rules. It is these categories and rules that the
native speaker must know--tacitly or intuitively--in order to funCtion
as a native speaker. This is an extremely opaque area. The native
speaker must in some way have access to this knowledge--otherwise it
might as woitll not be there--but the competence component is in no way
active. It'is the performance component which underlies the production
and recognition of actual sentences, and which is also responsi e for
fhe errors and shortcomings of actual languke use.

The acceptance of the competence/performance distinction and of the
charcterisation of competence in generative terms led psycholinguists
to concentrate on 2 areas. The first is sentence processing: how is it
that native sp,o -akers can efeot the conversion between the deep struc-
ture of sentences, which is where the basic meaningful syntactic rela-
tions are given, and the surface structure of the sentences of everyday
language, where the essential relations may be obscured in a variety of
ways? For instance, in a sentence such as,

\The tall girl I spoke to just now is German.
A

u

%.6.4now that the noun phrase the tall girl is both the subject of the
mattAx sentence ("the tall girl is German") and the object of the in-

..
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...

/ serted ctstast4 l"...1 spoke to just now") , bu there is nothing in etc
NI..,...entence which crvertly marks the ect func On. {(In this particular

' -i--T44tance it can be marked overtly by iAsertinethe.relative who, but
that i.'s not the point.) .

.

. By way of attacking this problem, investigators concentrated on
transformationally-relaeed sets of sentences. In some experiments they . 1

measured how lon? it took subjects to mach up sentences which belonged
together in a transformational set--John liked the old woman; The old .
woman was liked by John; Was the old woman liked by Sohn; The old woman
wasn't liksdoby John, etc.--when such sentences were s'edttered among ones
belongingto other transformational sets (Miller, 1962). in othei% experie'
ments subjects were Wed to "memorise sentences to see if th requiring
more transformations to generate thei'r surface structi4es welk misremem-
bered as ones requiring fewer transformations. Since forgetting usually
involves simplification, this would indicate that transforiational com-
plexity indicates psychological complexity, and hence would_support the
theory of the transformational nature of competence (Mehler, 1963).

The second areais that of child language acquisition. According to
. Chomsky, children are born with an innate knowledge of language univer-

sals. The process of language acquisition is one of learning how to
match up these innOely-given universals with the surface structure of
whatever language children happen to be exposed to. So the study of
child language--before they have learnt to use the transformations which

'.. result in adult sentences and while they are learning--Auld provide em-
pirical.verification of the postulated universals. _ .

This pecific interpretatipn of psycholinguistics has undoubtedly
been the most dominant one in recent years, both in the sense that a
great deal of work has been carried out within this fraffiework and in the
sense that it has been this approach which has made the most impact on
.the world. Though it will no doubt continue to be very influentihl for

- wale time to come, this theory, in -milts pristine form, is probably not
now held by very many.active workers in the area of psycholinguistic.
Thbre are a number of reasons for this, but it is chiefly due tothb
changes that are going on within generative linguistics itself.

.

Two fundamental aspects of ChomskjCs standard theory have been vigor.
ously Challenged by some of the youngOr generative linguists. For in-1

ii starice, in Chomsky's view, the central component o'f-Unguage is syntax,
with semantics-and.phonology as secondary, or "interpretative," Compo-
nents. McCawley (1968) and others reject this, seeing the semantic,com-
ponent as the central generative component. And" if the deepest struc-
tures are semantic, then the status of a separate and distinct deep syn-
tactic level becomes questionable and,,in any case, much less important.
I& the last-few years it .has been the nature of semantic structures
which ha; engaged attention, and while sentences, of course, continue to

. be studied, a great deal. of both linguistic and psycholinguistic research
focuses on words. Lidnguists concentrate on the autonomous semantic struc-
ture of words; while psycholiiguists- -and others who do not necessarily
think of themselves as ps,cholinguists in the restricted sense - -seek to
account for the prOcesses which permit the language user tce perceive
words, underStand them, Store them in memory, and retrieve thdm when
wanted. .

.

; The other basic view which is being challenged is that language as a
, whole should be regarded as a self-contained system, to be described and
.explained without reference toany of the vagaries of actual language use

3
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4 Approaches to Language Testing

j or to diversity among language users. According to this view, the mean-
ing'of sentences is fully detemined by reference to language relations-
and language,elementS' exclusively. ,The critics of this view argue that
the full interpretation of sentences o n depends on +he listeners'
"knowledge of the world," that is, on th r knowledge of extra- Linguis-
tic facts-. For instance, when a British d -tor says, "I'm sorry, I can-
nbt help you; you must go to your own docto ,"t.Ipiis can be propeilly un-
derstood only if one knowfthat there is a-medical rule in the United
Kingdom that g doctor can treat only'those patients who are registered
with him or who have been,sent to 'him by tJe doctor with whom they are
rellgistered.

.

Nobody denies that "knowledge of the w rld" epters into the under*-
.....

sanding, Of language. The point at issue. -is whether it is so impOtant
that it must N. in rpurated into'linguistic tlheory. The critics claim
that it must be. d if it is, then, of course, language can no longer
be treated as a se f-contained system.

.This issue has not been resolved, and the'ramicrc1ations it produces
extend into the psycholinguisticsosof the understaildiQg of words. There
is a fairly commonly-held view tilit the semantic stracture of words is .

to he accounted for in terms of a partially hierdrAically-ordet'ed set ---...(4--

of features. For instance, the word woman conainsk;.the features ani- v
mate, human, adult,female, neutral with respect to status, etc. If one
holds the view that I language is an autonomous system, words have abso-
lute meanings which are the sum of their features. And to understand
words and to .distinguish the meaning of one word from all the others,
the language user must in some way call up the whole bundle of features
which characterises each word. This again amounts to implanting the
description of the linguist into the head of the speaker.

Another commonly-held, and differing, view (for instance, for word
designating objects) is that semantic features are a subset of percep-
tua1 features, and that the number of semantic features that need to be
invoked is variable; depending on the 'setting and on the intention of
the speaker:. Thus, a white, round block 611 be designatecrthe white one
irit is among round blocks of other colours, and the round one if it islp.

.Jamong,w4te blocks of other shapes (Olson, 1972). And when the listener
\tries to identify the object which the speaker designates, he has to call

up only those features which, in a given situation, are sufficient to iden-
tify the object, not the whole'bundle. Olson goes on to argue..that the
meanings of words are built tip- slowly in the native speaker, through an
accumulation of experiences in which the various perceptually-distinct
features in turn become distinguishing. (The implication is that words
have partially different meanings for different people, whicji will-not
surprise any non-linguist.)

\..
.

The intellectual energy which forNsome years converged on the develop-
ment of a single set of presuppositions has now become diffOsed into'a
umber of distinct, though related, approaches within the generative

- ramework. At the same time, other approaches- -some new, some tempo-
rarily submeried--are beginning to be heard again quite generally.
These approaches are very diverse:but in non is language treated as a
self\fontained system and in all meaning is regarded as the base com-

-------
ponent. Some of thes'e treatments are more or less directly derived from
general psychological theory. For instance, Skinner's.;(1957) account of
verbal behaviour is a straight extension of his genera theory of learn -*
ing. His approach is uncompromisingly communicative: _the categorila-
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tiortf utterapees is in teriu of what th
Osgood's (1957a) psycholinguistic appr

straight psychological they, being a soph
haviouristic" m6tliation theo
cu)iarly emotional opposition
a considerable. influence .both in theo
semant', differentjal technique and
featur
Jakobov.i

5

Ole
4lie speaker is seeking to aJlieve.*

ach is similarly rooted in
ticated version of "neo-be- -

But nlike'Skinner, who arouses a pe-
ny psycholynguists, Osgood has had
tica and practical cycles. Iis
spe ific version of a semantic_

analysis has been widely used in r,search on bilingualism (see
1970): And his .ognitively-based communications modt't

(01gOod, 1957.a) was adopted as the theoretical basis of a widely-used
-.. diagnostic test of the processes underlying children's ability to use .

language (- 9). .

.

Cogn' ive ps chodogists have always been Luncerned with language be

7 cause of its clos connection to cognitive developMent and cognitive
structures. "Wit the resurgence of interest in cognitive psychology in
the last 15 to 20 years, the influence of men like Piaget and Bruner has
been eno mous. On the whole, however, cognitive psychologists have tend-
ed to tre t language and language utterances as a means of-studying spme-
thing else i.e. thought processes, rather than as a object of study in

440their own ri it, so the influence of these psychol sts has tended`to be
pervasive rath- an s ec ic. But in recent years there has been a
very interesting convergence between some generatively-oriented psycho.
linguists and others who are Piagetorfenteg) Studies have appeared in
which the child's comprehension and use of language has been directly re
lated to his ability to carry out certain op%utaions, e.g. the ability
to recognise when something is mote or less t something else (Donald
son and Wales, 1970), or to recognise Lertainlogical relations, like
the agent/recipient relation (Sinclair-de-Zwaart and Flavell, 1909).

Chomsky's ideas and theories have made a great impact also within
main-linepsychdlogy. He ha's helped to reawaken the interest of psycho
logistsgin language function, and all undergrrdriat curricula in psycho-
logy now have a psycholinguistic i..:-Qmponent. But Mere has not been a
revolution--in Kuhn's sense of the term--in pSychology as there mani,
festly has been in linguistics. There are several reasons for this.
One.is' that there are too many psychologists iti Vfie world, pursuing too
many different aims. Another and more directly/relevant one is thab.
Chomskyan psycholinguistics has no learning theory. If one accepts the
idea of innate knowledge, one is 'effectively/absolved from studying the
processeg of learning and from trying to account for them.

In sociolinguistic circles the main dissatisfaction is with the con-
cept of the "idealised native speaker-hearer." Hymes (1971), Labov
(1969), and others do not 'accept as adequate the notion of the native
speaker as a sentence-producing and sentelce-judging machine, chugging
away regardless of circumstances. They argut strongly that, inpddition
to accounting for how people construct sentences, it is also DeCessary to
account for'how they learn When and how to use them.

t IM

*I include Skinner in this survey because, whiff e in lingaistiC'and ap-
plied linguistic circles there is a general impression that he was
killed off some time ago, there is, in fact, a very busy and lively
group of people working away on operant conditioning and verbal learn-
ing, quite undeterred by fashions in iNier circles. And there are
quite considerable spin-offs in the Melds of clinical and social
work.
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2 e
. Anot4ler recent developNent, specitically relevant to language fest

ing, is the rediscovery of the virtues of pragmatics., This is a general
trend (following natillially from a preoccdpation with formal systems),

F Of this volume foa discussion of i,
t.views). There is poin in

but /ill testing its ,chief advocate is John W. 011er;,.Pr. (see pp. 39-57
r-

setUang down the argumInts in favour of the pragmatic view twice, but It
J mpy be useful to examine briefly the 'relation betWee pragmaticS aid the
)111a-hous interpretations of ,psycholinguistics.

VN., In the strict sense of the. teimi, pragmatics derive from the study
of fprmal systems. In such systems, syntax deals with the structure of
ex 'esslons, semantics deals with the meaning of expressions (without
ref c to anything outside the system), and pragmatics'is concerned
with the relationships between expressions in the formal system and any
thing else outside of it. ,When Mier (.197Uc) states that 4pragmatic facts
of language are those having to do with the relOtions between linguistic
units, speakers and extralinguistic facts (p. 9t)," he is using the term
more or less in its original sense. According to,this definition, prag-
matics is a superordinate term, covering any kinds of interdisciplinary
apailvities in which linguistics Rilinvolvedpsycholinguistics, sOciNs.,
linguistics, speech and so unication.studies, etc. But 0114T goes

IN
,.

furth r; he asserts that 1 guage cannot usefully be Studied as a .self-
-% conta ned system, that pragmatic facts must be bull into the linguistic

accou t itself. This makes claims about what ling sties should be about
and o ously rains into a fair amount of oppositio .

# pragmatic facts Oiler is particularly concerned with are the ',to
cess _ of comprehension. For him, comprehension is not a matter of corn
puting compatible interpretations of sentences in a vacusm; what is im-
portant is the-expectations of the listener. Language in-use is aleways)
concerned with something; listeners expect that what they hear will make
sense, so they match up the incoming signals with what they kritw about
grammar an4 discourse and the world.

. In a very informal way, this is in
line with current cognitive trends in psychology: where perception and
comprehension and recall is thought of as an active pr -ess where the in
dividual matches his existing structures with the outs' e signals he is
receiving (Neisser, 1967).

It is important to note that Oiler's concern is with he comprehen-
sion of passages rather Nstan with the interpretation of si gI6 sentences.
This is the continuous concern in educational circles, sine this is what
a reader has to do in real life. The original competence/p .formance
distinction was formulated in terms of well-formed sentences, considered
one at a time, and the utterances that matched, or did net mach, such
iententes, with no built-in provisipn for knowledge of thewor d or the
ntentions of speaket'.,s or the expectations of listeners. To the extent

that we do concern ouf-selves with discoUrse rather than with sentences,
and admit the relevance of extra-linguistic factors, the applicability
of the.competence/pertormance concept, as formulated by Chomsky, becomes
doubtful, if not irrelevant..

The problem of relating surface structure to deep structure remains.
The difficulty is that nobody is very sure what deep structure is any
more. It seems intuitively more satisfying to suppose that cognitive
and relational notions such as agents-and actions, assent and denial,
and locat' n in space and time are at the base of language, rather than
nodall elated noun phrases and verb phrases, but we are a very for

from any kind ofdexplicit model, or even one that is moderatel .

I
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111 agreed t
The rrent cc(nernet- comprehension relaLes tu Ln Ie view ilia( lai!

guage is t be regarded-as.a means of corm cation; /both in mothei tors
gue aquipecond Language teaching. (This is i ortant from tale stand-.
po.itnt ofeditcataonal needs,Ips well.) One appr ach,tu the problem of
c.64rehension is to try to analyse the component s ills. Car,roll (197ta)
ev luating research-tarried out on a high school p Illation, suggests'
th tathe components may be lexical knowledge, gramm tical knowledge, ithe
ability to locate "facts" in paragraphs (which presuMably involves k ow-
ledge of the rules of discourse),.and the ability to make inferenc
i.e. to go beyond the data giyen. He tiggests furth,Ar that'the fir
may be analysed in terms ofthe actual language used, while the forirth0
ould be some sort of general cognitive ability. Many would consider
hat, this sort Of approach is not psycholinguistios. It depends on one's
finition of.the term. If psycholinguistics must have its roots in

theoretical linguistics and/or theoretical psychology, then it isn't
But if psYchb-linguistic.s4 is a,general term covering studies ihto: the

Alkhuman processing of language, hen it is.

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS AND TESTING

The essential truth about nearly all kini,is of tests IL, tha' the only

iL'
theory they at a ed on is test construction theory, whio is ail kin3 ,1
applj.eil statist.c . Current intelligence tests are nut based un any ,o-
herent or'explicit cognitive theory; language tests are nc.I.X based on
any coherent or explicit-psyeholinguistic theory. Their gble justify
cation is that they work, i.e. one can make better decisions on the basis
of the infoimation that they proviO than one could without-that intor
mation.

Practices in language lestlit.g are Influenced by 2 things: b) pie
theoretical views about the nature of language and language use and, a,
Upshyr (1972)+ has pointed out, by trends in leaChin practices. Lan
guage teaching practices are in turn influenced by a umh,er of factors.
by economic circumstances (for instance, during the d pression in the"
United. States, only reading skill was aimed at'because the planners could
hot assume that students would be able to receive more than 2 years of
language learning in school); by general educational tr lids; occasionally
by linguistic, psychological, and sociological theory; byt, again, per-
haps most of all by convictions about the nature of language.

From time to time linguists have had great influence on language
teaching. In the early part of the century, Jespersen provided a scho
larly.grammar of English whi h was also admirably suited for pedagogical
purposes. Moreover, becaus f his views about language and about life,
he was a vigorous and influential advocate of what would now be called
the situational approach. ..

The structural linguists of the 1940's and SO's wert again highly in-
fluential, both in terms of getting across their views on the nature of

.language and'in terms of linguistic description. The view that spoken
language is primary led to a considerable increase in emphasis on spoken
skills, whi,h in turn led to the construction of tests for spoken lan-
guage. Th ee-quarters of Lado's (1961) pioneering work-on language test-
ing is demoted to the description of testing formats which deal with
spoken language in some way. Curricula were drawn up in terms of lists
of, specific syntactic structures, selected and arranged according to the

18
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prevaping grammatical descriptiolp. This fits i admirabiy with muiti
pie nice testIng techniques of ,f he s2ititt that are now Sometimes referred
to, as disq.ete-point testing. it was under these influences that Ian-
guage testing,became a flourishing business and an important part of lan-
guage teaching technoldgy.

AOWhen it comes to generative linguistics and generative psycholin
guis'tics, the illipact on clas.sroom teaching trends has been minimal. "

an examination of rent second language textbooks shows how little of
any consequence has been contributed by the theory of transformational
grammar itself,to the development of teachAg material(Lamendella, 1969,
p. 270):': This no .doubt sounds paradoxical in view of the tremendous 4amount of debate and discussion and persuasion that has been going on.
What has happened is that,teashers, as usual, have been selective. Some
of Chomsky's terminplogy and some of his views about the nature of lan-
guage have been enthusiastically adopted. The notion of "creativity",
has been accepted as central. 14r concept tends to be used in a general
liberating sense, referring to e marteflous complexity of language and
the untrammelled capacity of the native speaker to exploit its resources
It is not, in general, thought of as having any particular or restricting
psycholinguistic or pedagogical implitations. "The intuition of the na-
tive speaker" is a handy phrase for replacing thelowkward "Sprachge-
fUhl." "Competence" is popularly proclaimed to be the aim of language
teaching, but it is difficult to see what practical consequences this rc,.

formulation has had. The idea of a separate and distinct "faculte de
langage," not subject to the same principles of development and learning
as other human capacities, has,'however, caused much confusion and un-
certainty (cf. Carroll, 1971). What is a teacher to do in the face of
this mysterious faculty, particularly when'the essential categories and
relations of language are said to be innate anyway?

We are back to the absence of a psycholinguistic thi;ury ut learning
In oversimplified preserftations, habit has become a'dirty word, but no-
thing workable has been put in its place. Appeals have been made to
rule-based or cognititie learning, but this, in Carroll's phrase, is
merely "a kind of verbal overlay" which tends to add to the confusion,
since it is in contradiction to the ideaspof the separateness of the
"faculte de langage."

At t level of theory, as distin t fc _ _rum pre theoretical considera.
tions,..the preoccupation with transformational rules has had only limited
effects, and none in the classroom. Jacoboyits (1970) was brave enough
to offer a specific suggestion. Though he thought there was no theore-
tical basis for imitation and repetitions, he suggested t at ifercises
are to be given, they should provide practice in carrying nsfor-
mational conversions between different, but transformational ,related,
sentences:

From a theoretical point of view the development of gritirmatical
competence should be fatilitated by getting the learr).6r to per-
form a set of transformations on families of sentences (e.g.:
I cannot.pay my rent because 1 am broke; if I weren't broke I

could pAr my rent; given the fact that I have no.monex,, I can-
not pay my rent; how do you think I could possibly pay my rent
if I am broke; since I am broke the rent cannot be paid; to
pay the rent is impossible given.the fact that I have no money
(p. 106).

19
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.This and Other Similar suggestions have failed to convIn.ln6
The-reason why gbnerativer'qnguistic illeor and generative psy,h-/

' linguistic thmory has had so ,little impact-on linguage teaching prac-
. tices is that -teachers haye,.rightly (pr.:wrongly': failed to discover.an/

relevance in aF to iipeir Work. There have been no empirical consequenc,,
that are of any great practical. value.' There have been attests to teach
languages through some sort of.transforAational approach'(e:g% Rutherford,
1968), but they have met with no great success; teachers and theoreticians
dislikr them equally. There is, however, one field 'in. language teaching
where transformational grammar could become impoi-tant. alatkewis on
whether the teptative return to bei g willintto give some grammatical
explanation in the classroom will in ground. An 'eclectic pedagogical
grmmmar would be certain to contain transformational accounts of selected
grammatical. areas (see Allen and Wi Owson, 1975).

Though no transformational influences have reached language te41ng
via the teachtes situation,.there.hayie been theoty-motivated utempts to
try out transf6rational-type tests directly. When Pimsleur 'started as.
sembling his ariguage Aptitude. Rattery (1966), he tried out a subtesc re
quiring skill i embedding sentences hen refe'red to as double-ba'sed
transformations. The students wore seated with pairs of sentences
which they had to transform on thiqq11 es of the model;

}

john l d 1 ins It

"1.'.10.John clulmihe IS lAght.
John Is right

The subleSt_ fulled Lo.shOw an) c,rtelutIon with Sit.. E.:", 1" ....1,5 1

eign languages and was eliminated very early.
similar attempts to derive tests directly rlOm clantoil,,utlkonol the.,,,

have not proved workable. BrierP (1972) incotporated a transformational
subfest in the series of tests which were developed to test the proti.
ciency of American Indian children. The children were given a simple d,
clarative sentence and were asked to transform it into a negative, an

`-ti imperative, or a question. Neither the Indian children trot the control
group of native English-speakingLchildren had much success with it. Ana
in the administration of another subtest, consisting of having ,hrldren
repeat simple sentences, the instigators found no relationship between
the transformational compl xity cif the various sentence patterns and the
children'..s ability to repe t correctly.c

In contrast, the Illinois Test of PsychOlinguiplic Abilities (Kirk
et al., 1968), which is explic't y based on Osgood's communications mo
del and empirically researched the usual psychometric way, is widely

/4used as a diagnostic tool with children showing various kinds of lan-
guage or developmental deficienciles. This presumably is because people
who have to make practical decisOns about individual children have found
that it'has practical value. The test has also been used with normal
children, and various subtests have been found to correlate with reading
Skill (Newcomer et al., 1975) and with language dominance in-bilingual
children (Zirkle et al., 1974). Although it is claimed that the test is
theory-based, when one examines the various subtests, they seem to be
based on very broadly-conceived notions of fiuman functibning, rather
than on any very specific model. This may have 'something 'to do with its
usefulness' in dealing with complek skills. (tte subtests are concerned
with memory for auditory and visual signals; the ability to check truth

2
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0,
i:v lue of spoken and written statements with uefereuce to knowledge _of

the world and to pictures; the ability AO supply ssing words-in ana-
logical framds, to describe pictures, and to show owledge of vocabu
lary items;'as well as the ability to deal with more formal aspects
language! spelling simple words; supplying missing letters in wor
suppl.ying,etqlco9fett inflections of nouns and veq,A4 and choosing a
propriate comparatbrs, Prepositions, and anaphoric pronouns.)

Oiler's pragmatics underlies his very active and successful advo
cacy of the tite of dote tests for testing.foreign languag6 proficiency,
as well as of the use of dictation. Both technique's rftresent very in-
teresting and promising new departurei.in testing. This might appear
to contradict the- opening statement in this secOon that tests are not
based on theory, but I regard Oiler's pragmatics not as a theory in the
strict sons , ut as :14 conviction about the nature of language and Ian-
giage use--a d such &nvictions do influence testing.

II The emer once cloze tests and dictiltion tests arc 2_ of the hialik
,rev{ features of la guage testing They represent not only pragmatics,
but also the new interest in "global' or "integrative" techniques of
testing, as distinct from discrete-point testing. This agaIiiderIves
from convictions about the nature of language: if language learning is
to be regarded not as the mastering of a series of grammatiil struc
tures or transformational sets, but as Learning how to commvunicate'ef-
fectively, then perhaps testing should elicit "language behaviour"
rather than "language-like behaviour."

Discrete-point testing has been strongly criticised iu some of the
recent testing literature. 'There have even been suggestions that such
tests should be done away with altogether. In order to discuss the con
troversy, it is necessary to return briefly to a Consideration of test
theorlk

Tests arc interesting only wh,...0 they wolk, that is, when they ac
eurately measure the characterist c,) we ,,isle them to measure That
brings us to the knotty problem of validity and criterion measures. how
do we know that a test works? Yhe standard answers are: because we get
high correlations with totalres on test batteries made up of a na-
ber of different subtests or because we get high correlations between
test scores and external estimates of the'characteristic we are inte-

r rested in. (Strictly speaking, this only pushes the problem one step
further back, i.e. how do we know that the test battery or the external
criterion is itself valid? But that is not my concern in this article.)

By way of illustrating the problem, let us consider 3 tests: (a) a
sound discrimination'test (Ingram, 1968); (b) a dictation test (Oiler),
with revised figures given by Rand (1972); and (c) a test of oral com-
munication (Palmer, 1972) All 3 tests involve spoken langu ge, but are
otherwise very different. For the sound discrimination test, stu nts
have to match a single word recorded on tape with one of 3 wri n words,
and this is neither integrative nor language-like. The dictation test
is derived from a familiar' classroom device, and is integrative but not
exactly reflective of language behaviour. The test of oral commtinica-
tion is an extremely interesting (and recent) development foreshadowed
by Upshur's (1972) discussion of the need for such tests. The exarPiner
and the student look at strips of 4 or 5 pictures. In one version the
student asks'questions until he identifies the picture the examiner has
in mind. In another version the student has to describe the picture he
has selected until the' examiner can identify The scoring is either
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time-needed-for identification oi tulle plus-error count. This test isil
both iAtegratie and elicits language behavOsour. ,

-,

0 The first requirement of d new test island always has been that it
must correlate highly with the total'score on allobattery ofNiassembled sub
tests. Most ba teries contain a mixture 14 discrete -point a ntegra

,

tive subtestse; or instance, grammar tests are tOnally-djs.cre e-point and
comprehension .5-ts are integrati. Sample corirelationi for the 3 tests1
cited above,,with their respecUiye test- battery totals, are:

SUUltd nation

N

3'20

Dictation 81

Oral comm4nicattun (plu test) 33

All the total? include a grammar and a corn Stibtt- t apal (
other typef subtes, so in all both inte the and discrete-point
elements aze present.

The consequence is that 141u only uew.tests which butvivc, whether
discrete or integrative, are those which work in the same direction as
the cumulativ tat of both integrative ana discrete-point results. lr
there really,is a learcut distinction between integrative techni ues
and discrete-po nt chniques, then bi our procedures we dellbera ely
fuz4gthe distinct4o

A ne :test shpuld alsu cul:!.elate with aurae external cliterion
cause Of he nee0 to place' overseas students appropriately in univelsi
ties and lieges, grade point -v ages (GPA) are often taken as such a
criterlp . The correlations ob ed between any subtest or test rural,
whether integrative or discrete-point, with GE'As are extremely low. This
is obviously because factors other than command of the lan*uage. which is
the medium of instruction enter into academic success. So GPA is not a
good criterion for estimating how good a test is as a measure of lan-
guage command. A better criterion is to be found in the judgement of
experienced teachers. Rariking lists produced by teacher who know their
classes well probably constitute the mpst valid criterion available,
according to. Vernon (1960) (provided fhe ranking includes only one giuup*
or class at a time). Part of the validation of the English Language
Battery (Ingram, 1970) consisted of correlations between subtest and
total scores and teachers' rankings. The teachers were asked to rank
for all-over commang of English-- In the table below some of these cot
relations are. set oUt for 2 disc ete-point tests and 2 integrative tests.
Because of the vagaries of figures relating to small numbers, 1 have,
quoted results for 3 groups, all of which were made up of young. adult
students. (The ranks were converted to z-scores before they were cor-
related by the product-moment formula.)

eUase11L.1011.90.SL/LuLa.1
/.

.85

.84

.79 4

Subtest Type Correlations
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
N=57 N=37 N=42

Sound discrimination discrete-point .06 .24 .71

Listening comprehension integrative .68 .64 .71

,Grammar' discrete-point .68 .38 .78
-Reading,comprehension integrative .43 .70 .65

`....

Or
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There-is nothing in these figures to suggest that there is any
.

trinstc differnce between Oiscrett-point tests and integrative tests as
regards the amAint of.agreeMent obtained between tet scores and the es-
timates Of teachers. It , of courgV, truethat these subtests and
their lmswere ones whi survived 4everal stages of item analysis and
correlations with totals,. tik that is true of any properly-researched '

test. It is, in any case,,gu te unnecessary too suppose -that one has to
make an either/or choice, that e approves ofintegrative tests, one'
shouta therefore disapprove of disc te-point ones. This "disjunctive
fa dacy," as Carroll-calls it, st, s, it /seems to me, from sunderstand-

s about the haturekof language- .fl and. -
N

.

Firstly, a test seJs to measu e accurately a giyen,characteristic
in an individual dfawn from a given population. Tht, most obvious way of
finding out how good a person is at doing something-40 to take a job
sample: if you want to knovrbow good somebody is ettOvr.iting an essay,
set him to write an essay. But as is well-known, OLd ,f-To a number of
operative factors, the resu is may well vary: peo
at some times than they do a others. and, just as impOtant, judges judge

, Write better essays

better at some times than they do at others. Job samples are inherently
valid, but tend to be unreliable beca6se of this vAiability, thus lower2,

f ing their validity.' This is whymultiple choice testing came into exis-
tence: multiple choice tests areNpighly reliable when !properly con-
structed. But they do not necessarily pssess inherent validity; in
language testing they may, for instanceelicit language-like behaviour
rather than language behaviour/ So thelidity, or lack of valsiddt.
of such tests has tp be empirically demonstrated by coipparision with a
criterion. This, in my opinion, also holds true fo job-sampleoests:
Once the validity has been demonstrated, howeve, it is immaterial what
type of test we are dealing with_ If a test works for the purpose _it
was intended to, then that is all that matters.

. Secondly'' though we have no gat understanding of the nature of lan-
guage processeS',, we at least know 'that they are very complex. It is
therefore highly unlikely that any single type of test will reflect all
the facets of that very intricate human faculty: language command. For
any full assessment, as 'distinct from quick screening jobs, a number of
different types of subtests are more likely to give an accurate picture
than any single measure,' and, within limits, the more difficCreithe sub
tests are, the greater the chances of sampling language behaviour ade-
quately.

A PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

Testing is an educational method. For a very small m tor y it is a
subject of study and research in 4iits- own right, but in d wider context
it is a practical tool, ancillary to teaching. Most teachers are prac-
tical people--they have to be--andon the whole they do not find highly--
abstract theoretical models very useful. 1' order to be useful, an aria-

.

lysis of learning--a description of lang age--must relate fairly straight-
forwardly to actual situations, to direc y observable and rec.ognisaftee
dimensions. There is no implied critici m here,of either teorhers or
theory-makers; I am merely stating a truism about their different preoc-
cupations and purpose

If testing is ancillary to teachIlg, then it must be accounted for
on,the same basis as teaching, that i$, in terms of a hot too'abstractly-

'
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formulated.' model of learni I y view; it is not necessary or useful
to set up a model for language 1-earni g which preSupposeS that language
learning is essentially different ,,!ro 11, other inds of learning. But
it is essential to look for an account ise5 that there are
distinct, though interdependent; '1Warning oce s. believe this to
be true at any level of abstractness, but certainly, at'a practical le-
vel, it is the only way of making sense of the manyjkighly diverse teach-
ing and testing practices' which actually occur, and 4Eiqh actually work,
when appropriately employed. The most useful account of this sort that
I know of is Gagne%s (1965) analysis of the conditions of reaming,
which is specifically aimed at educational contexts. I have elsewhere
attempted to show its relevance to the second language learning and,
teaching situation ,(Ingram, 1975). I shall not repeat the arguments
here, but, by definition, if the account is relevant to .learning pro-
cesses, it must also'be relevant to testing practices (insofar as they .

work) - ,

Gagne recognises a number of types of learning, all hierarchically
related. The least complex and most basic type.is a very simple form of
perceptual learning--learning to recognise and distinguish recurring ob-
jects,and events. This.underlies all other-forms of learning and is
generally difficult to exemplify in a pure form, because most of it
happens in early childhood, .and other and more complex forms of learning
supervene almost immediately. But the process is very clear in second
language learning. For instance, in order to differentiate,

entendre; attendre (tAdri; [atadr]

one must distinguish nasalised from non-nasalised vowels, and in order to
differentiate,

.;

cent vents; cent vins Lsä vaj; isa ye]

one must be able to tell one nasalised vowel from another.
Gagne Makes it quite clear that there is no disjunction between this

kind of very basic lea'rning and the more complex forms, such as concept
learning. Concept learning is essentially a matter of learning how to
categorise partially different objects or events under one heading be-
cause they possesS certain Criterial characteristics, e.g. Alsatians,and
terriers and dachshunds are all dogs, or because they are functionally
equivalent indipsomeway, e.g. guns and knives and arrows are all weapons.
There can be no concept learning of this sort unless perceptual learning
is secure, 'i.e. unless we have learned to identify and distinguish ob-
jects and events in'the first place. .Similarly, the ability to use
words appropriately dependshon a series of conceptualisations: catego-
risations of non-linguistic objects and events must be learned; semantic
categories and syntactic classes must be respected. The objects that are
categorised May be more or less abstract, but ultimately all concepts
that have empirical reference relate back to the perceptual world and
Perceptual learning.--,

TWo other forms of learning which Gagne recagnises are chaining and
Chaining is that form of learning which enables us to

produce as a smooth sequence.an activity,which has several compcihent
parts. For instance, verbal chaining enables us to produce and recog-
gise a phrase or ap utterance as a unit, to operate rules of agreement
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and concord without computing eacteelement'separately, to get word-order
right, to produce the more s reotyped utterances of social exchanges, 4
and,to fitoeverything into appropriate,iWtonation. stress contours.

In problem- solving learne -have to StrUCture a ask so that
they can decisions about relevant concepts, and P :, res When-_
ever 141Arners are'asked.to induce a given granmatica 4..4- , they .are-
invited:to prod ce Problem-so11.2pg beha*i?our. "Probl an be diffi%it- 4b

rip'2'Ways, either ause the necesskry conceptualcyrlictuFe is, conipl
Or, quite often, because the,rAievairt concept just does not occur to,)'
people. It ,is, for instance, `fairly difficultfor native .sPeakers of
iermanic languages to induce unaided the rule for the use of the pos*es4`'a'
sive son. and $a'jg FrenCh: the fact that it is t) .conceptibi' grammati."-:
cal ge der,which is relevant, arid, the gender ei,ili'ti-e word functioning as
obje atAhat, se;ms inthaIly very strange "toy such speakers. '

01 ave mentioned 4 of Gagn6's forms of learning-- perceptual identi-
fication, chaining, concept learning, and problem-so wing -- acid -in the
barest possible way indicated the'liniCs with certain language learning

.c'L phenomena. Now consider them in relation to language ,testing formats.
Perceptual learning provides a direct rationale for te,ts of sound dis-
crimination, Such as t}' one described on p. O. Chai\riing tan be seen
to underlie ttiose test formats which test the learne/ts ability to oper-
ate the Obligatory rules, of language, for instance, these concerning
)morpholo.gy and those concerning the sequencing of elements, and also .
those formats which test the learnerts easyirecognition of predictable
patterns and conversational sequences. Concept learning is obviously 0,
relevant to all aspects of Ian wage Use. In testini it is directly re-
quired try items which ask the. earner to choose the propriate form in
light of a given context: the le-rner must categorise the.occasion in-
dicated by the context as being a instance of a class of occasons which

.

..)

call theselection of one lan,uage form rather than.anothe , for in
stanrthe use of the present :4 rfect rather than any 'other tense form
Finally, problempsolving is an i disperisAble element in tests of compr
hension. The learner must asse .le his:knowledge of grammar and voca--
'bulary, his% knowledge of the.wor d and of the rules of discOurse, to
enable firm to identify the 'facts. and the conclusions and the implica'
tions of the passages he is asked o interpret.

This approach is not as elegan ly .simple as Chomsky's model .(or
Skinner's, for that matter). But i is serviceable; and that, in a
teaching/testing context, is what mat

L.

fit
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In the4anguage testing context, the term "psychome rics" can be most
usefully defined as any and all duilizations of'num .ical data and re- .

lated logical operations in the service of developi , using, and in-
terpreting the results of measurement activities car jet out upon lan-
guage learners or potential learners. In any given measurement activity,
the psychometric procedures inVhlired are properly.dependent.oR the pur-
`posd which the measurement activity itself is intendecPto servep.and
their appropriatenesS and adequacy are judged by the extent .to which they
contribute to the accomplishment of the intended purpose.

It is useful, in this regard, to define three broad categories of
"purpose within the ianguaie testing area. The first is prognosis, brief-
,ay described as the prediction of an individual's future achievements in
Language 1 Arning on.the basis of.currently available measures of a tin-
guistic or then nature: A second measurement purpose is the eV4luation

-ofiachieve nt, in which the intent is to determine the extent to which
e student has learned ( "acquired,'; "mastered," eic.) elements of lin-

. uistic con ent formally presented' in a course or other controlled learn-
ing situation. A third broad4rea of measurement putpose is the evalua-
tion of proficiency, that is to say, the determination of the extent to.
which the student is able to utilize the tested language for such real-
life receptive or communicative purposes as reading magazines or novels,
conversing with friends on topics of general interest, and so forth..
In proficiency testing, the manner in which the measured proficiency,
has been. acquired is pot at issue: *deed, the testing process andtest

*content should,be cotpletelk independept of the student's lahguage leprn-
ing history.

In vi6w of the extremely close relationship between the intended
purpose of a given measurement instrument and the psychometric concepts;
and procedures appropriate to it, the discussions in the following pages
have been se&tioned according.to the'three categories of testing pur-
pbge identified. Within each section, the major concern will be to iden-
tify those asOects of psychometric practice most sui,ted to the develop-
ment, use, and interpretation of the test instruments in question, and.i
to relate these to the format, content, And pragmatic purposes which the
tests themselveS are intended to serve.

. PROGNOSTIC TESTING

%

The -basic function-of prognostic testing in the langup.ge learning con-.

,
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te xt is to use.currently available information aboUt a student to predict
the level of accomplishment which he or she is likely to attain at some
_future time, after having followed a particular-language learning program,
or activity. The :degree to which scores on a given test or other quanti-
fiable measure,such as rank in class or course grades, can accomplish
this' predictive yourposrdepends.on the extent to which these data corre-
late, in a statistical sense, with achievement test scores or other
quantifiable criteria of "success" used at the completion of the learning
program. The correlational relationship is usually expressed by means of
the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, which ranges from zero,
indicating a complete absence of relationship between scores on the pre-
dictor and criterion measures, to 1.0, indicating a perfectly consistent
relationship.1 The higher the correlation, the more accurate the predic-
tion, in the sense that there is a decreased statistical probability that.
a given prediction will be inaccurate.

The development of effective prognostic techniques is thus, in large
part, an attempt to find tests or other measures which correlateAighly
with appropriate indices of (later) language success. Grade averages,
rank in class, tests of general intelligence, and other measures generally
available in student records have for many years served in the prediction
of language learning success; these efforts have been reviewed by Henmon
et al. (1929), Salomon (1954), and Pimsleui- et al. (1962). Predictive
value has also been sought through more specialized techniques, including
tests of musical ability. (Blickenstaff, 1963), measures of articulatory
precision (E. Pike, 1959), and psychological profiles (Morgan. 1953)-

Aptitude Tes.t'nevelopment

An intensive search for effective predictors of language learning abil-
ity that could be readily and uniformly administer to prospective lan-
guage students .was carried out by John R. Carroll, uring the early 19S0's
in the context of the intensive foreign language urses conducted at the
Army Language School in California And at other vernment training centers
(Carroll, 1962) . The resear,-h tech,,ique used was to administer test bat-
teries consisting of a large number of exp ,rimental tasks to students enter-
ing the language learning program.:, and to select, through factor analytic
techniques. a much .-mal'er numbe, 6f to kc which preserved most of the
preeelctive power of the original larger ha'teries. The major outcome of
the carroll studs "s was the publication of th- A4orip.rn La,lquagm Aptitude
Tpst (carroll-and Sapnn, 19SQ), r-nsisting of S scparat- s.,btests entitled
Number Learning, rhnneti. S(ript, Spelling Cluns. Words in Sentences, and
Paired Associates. Fah -f the e subtest- was intended to tap a competence
related to the ability to learn a foreign language ,,ithnut requiring the
student to be famAliar i./ith any language other than Priglish.9

Carroll's search for higher predictor criterion correlations (and hence..
more effective prognosis) was relatively successful. In the rest manual
for the MLA7:, Carroll was able to report correlations as high as .71 between
MLAT scores apd high school language coursc grades, compared to correla-
tions of ... to .S2 for the Otis T 0 rest and other measures of general
intelligence

Althou such results did represent an appreciable improvement in pre-
dictive power, it should be noted that a correlation of .71 accounts for
only slightly, more than half of the statistical variance present in the
criterion scores. The remaining -unpredict4d- variance reflects influences
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not accounted for by student scoreao the prognostic test; these may
behypothesized.to include. differing evels of student motivation
(4-lich, it some instances, colildicoun er-balance a lower degree of
intrinsic-language learning ability), tutoring or other special study
opportunities during,the course of ins ruction?. and various,other
factors.,

Carr011 Model of School' Learning

17

A conceptual framework within which. the ature and"Finfluence of
these "other-than-aptitude" variables mi ht be empirically' analyzed
was suggested by Carroll a number of yea s agó in his "model of school

'_learning" (Carroll, 1963). According t this model, a student's suc-
soess in accomplishing,a given learnin task can be represented as a
mathematical function' consisting of p following elements: the stu-
dent's "aptitude" for the task in question; "ability to understand
instruction," as determined by measures of overall intelligence and
verbal ability; extent of "perseverance," as indicated by the amount
of time the student is willing to spend in active study and presumed
'to reflect the level of motivation; the "time available for learning";
and the "quality of instruction" provided.

A powerful implication of such a model is the notion that students
with a jow level of measured aptitude for language study can, nonethe-
less, reach an acceptable level of accomplishment if other variables
in the equation are suitably adjusted--for example, if more formal
learning time is provided or if more carefully developed instructional
materials are made available. These concepts may appear commonsensical
to the practicing language teacher; nonetheless, their integration into
the formal model proposed by Carroll is significant in.that it clearly
postulates the contribution to be made by each variable toward a
criterion of measured achievement.

In order to validate the Carroll model and render it useful for
instructional planning and- prediction, it would he necessary to quantify
each of the component variables for experimental study. Detailed pro-
cedurbs for gauging students' motivation for, and attitude toward, lan7
guage study have been developed by Wallace lambert and his associates
(Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Lambert et al., 1Q68), and several of the
scales and questionnaires used in the Lambert studies have been incor-
porated in the Foreign r-anguage Attitude Questionnaire prepared by LPco
Jakobovits on behalf of the Northe.as't Conference do Foreign Language
Teaching (Tursi, 1970). Measures of this type could he expected to
serve as indicators of "perseverance" in the Carroll model. Measures
of "ability to understand instruction" are available in tests of genern1
intelligence. \ "Time available for learning" could he quite easily
quantified in programmed instruction context and, notwithstanding
current.diffic lties in accurately measuring "learning time" in the
usual classroom and homework situation (Packard, 1972), effective quan-
tification in, these settings is basically a matter of improved observa-
tional and recording techniques.

The most elusive variable in the Carroll model is without doubt
that of "quality of instruction." However, the use of interaction
analysis procedures for classroom teaching (Moskowitz, 1970) and more
precise formulations of effective teacher behaviors as judged by panels
of experienced-teachers (Hayes-et al., 1967) provide encouraging signs
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th reasonably,satisfactory measures of this cli:mponent may be available
-

.
.

.,,, with]. .the not".1too distant future., Multiple, regression techniques and
'''' other statistical procedures aYe available for use with the Carroll model

soon as the necessary measures have been defined and data obtained for
re esentative students and course combinations.% The 'consickerable practi-
cal lue of a predictive system based on this model would be,,to permit
a high individualized prescription of the types of courses and lengths
of study hat students having various combinations of language aptitude,
intelligen , and motivation would require in order to reach defined
learning goa

Selection of Criterion Measures
....

treasures

far in the d(scussion, interest has been focused on the predictor
nreasures as such, whether a single predictor--as represented by grade
average, I.Q. score, or MLAT scoreor the.multiple predictors implied
by the Carroll school learning model. The magnitude of any predictor-
criterion correlation is also highly depeVdent on the nature of the cri-
terion measure itself. It is unfortunately often thecase that same
readily available-measuresuch as tie. final course examination or 'a
standardized test that happens to be on hand - -will be adopted as the
criterion measure for a predictive study, with little consideration of
the extent to which it accurately represents the specific.. achievements
which the prognostic measure was originally intended to predict. For
example, a " 6 in prognostic test that is intrinsically a highly accu-
rate predictor o listening comprehension and speaking ability might show
only moderate or Iow correlation with an end-of-course examination con
sisting predominantly of reading comprehension questions and writing
exercises.

The proper selection of criterion measures is of special importance
in large-scale research studies aimed at the experimental identification
of promising predictor measures. Since the statistical procedures wed
.In these studies operate o maximize the prediction of the criterion with
out regard to its nature, it is crucial that the criterion r'prt,s,-nt the
most valid measure of the desired achievement available. Tn thiq re-t,>,'
further advan'-'s in the area of 7rognosti, m asuTement must rel. R.
least in Tart. on corre pnnd'rg '11.7 En,:ec: in the qophis'icatior an r

cision of the cti'. -i..- -.

are vaii,in'ed

FvALHATTom or ACHTFVVMPNT

Tests used in the alation 'nf achievement are focused on moasiiring
the student's acquisition course contentthat is to say, those aspeet,
0.f phonology, lexicon, and crructure to which the student has been for
orally exposed in textbooks, classroom sessionc, or through other instruc
tional means. Within the achievement testing area, two subclaqsificari,,,
are possible, based on the degree of detail which the 1-46 results are
intended to reflect. Tests which undertake to determine the student's
acquisition, or'lack of acquisition, of discrete elements of course con.
tent (f6r example, mastery of each of the vocabulary items introduced in
a textbook unit) can he referred to as diagnotic-achievement tests.
General achievement tests, on the other hand,:a4 directed at measuring
the student's ability to combine several different aspectq of course.
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content in situations whicJ more closely approximate ordinary language
Ate. Even though the content of a general achievement test may be more
global and more ;'realistic" than that ofe'diagniostic achievement test,
it continues to share the primary .characteristic.of all achievement tests
'in that it is properly based on only those combinations and recombine-.
tiOns of language elements that have previously figured in the formal
instruction.

It should be emphasizliPthat the procedures followed in developing
an achievebent test are uniformly applicable to any' type of course or'
course sequence. Regardless of the theoretical or pragmatic guidelines
used in the initial specification of course content (flOpexample,.con-.
trastive analysis, functional load, situational utilit , or simply the
informed judgment of practicing teachers),3 the achievement measurement
question is always that of adequately representing--within the content
of the test itself=-tht 'content of the instructional syllabus on which
it is based.

With the possible exception of an achievement test on the first les--
son of a beginning course, it would be impoSsible to include in any test
instrument of administerable length all of the linguistic elements to
which the student is exposed in the instructional setting. The specifi-
cation af test content, in virtually every instance, must involve
sampling, from among an'extremely large number of potentially testable
elements, those which can be considered to stand in for a wide number
of similar elements nciA5 formally tested. Unfortunately, the identifica-
tion of meaningful domains of "similar" elements is an.extremely complex
matter, and the more highly diagnostic the test, the more evident are the
problems involved.

Pre-)b),..ms in niagnnctie- rpcti9a

Some of these difficulties have been previously cited (Clark, 1972h1,
using,as an example the diagnotic testing of "the written forms of the
French rass6, cornrosi=." Within this general area, the proper achievement
testing strategy would he to identify various -ontent domains which cowl
he consid6red homogen o "s for testing purrose- in th' sens'' that stu4deor
success or failure on a given item within the ' domain could bo taken ra-
indicatie of similar ppformance on the other ;toms in .hrt domain. A

prop °sed 'omaiu mi-ht th different rprs-nal f-rms of " single -T--
fied verb (4o cuis .a274 tu7 FS a1 Tp, i 1 eq't a77P, er .). stwienrg
answering a -1- ec a7 7P quest ion" correctly tould he e peered to pevform
correctly "n a "jp -"is -,77".= T,ection" or 'n any -ther component of this
particular prraligm and those failinn rh' tested item +40111' h' e petted
to mi,s eh of th, "they .1,m,rit of thr. e.% h,
nn them_

it is obvious that the way in which tho domains ar,-. spe'Cifid of
crucial importance to the extrapolation of the testing resnlfs, and that
the student's 'language learning history must alto be taken into account
in formulating these domains. ror-example, the jg, suis a11', t7T/ es a116..
domain might he appropriate for students who have, in their course work.
been introduced to all personal forms of this verb. The same domain
would not, however, be 'usable for classes in which only the "tu" form had
been introduced at the ViMe of testing.

For a given course of instruction, it might he feasible, although
certainly arduous. to specify a number of testing domains based on rare

A
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oe
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ful analysis of the content and sequencing of theteaching mit4Wials, .and
then to include each and-every elem9t of these domains in a lengthy
validatiori test. Domains for which student testing results were not uni-
form across elements would be reformulated 'and retested; for any domains
showing homogeneous results, individual elements could subsequently be '

Orawlon a statistically randoth basis for inclusion, in a smaller; opera- s

tiondl test f9rm.
Within th'e-usual classroom situatio the prospects for.such detailed

test preparation activities would not s em couraging. However, educa-
tional publishers developing.new textbook pro .

ams and aecompanying test
materials might find this a reasonable procedure. It should also be
noted that'such an approach would permit the essentially simultaneous
development of several alternate test forms, each .having.highly comparable
content and measurement characteristics.4.

A second fundamental4difficulty in diagnoStic achievement measurement
is that of designing testing formats and, individual test items which
accurately and unambiguously measure the specific behaviors in question.
It is unfortunate that multiple choice procedures, although admirable '
from the viewpoints of scoring speed -and objectivity, do not lend them-
selves well to the diagnostic testing of-discrete linguistic accomplish-
ments. One drawback in=this regard is the probability of correct response
by chance. This probability is at the highest level for 2-option or
"true-false" items, for which the student has a 50% chance of answering
the item correctly in the absence, of an knoW"ledge of-tile linguistic'
element tested. Thkli_kelihood of suctressful chance response cah he
reduced somewhat by increasing the number of'answer options per item (in
4- or 5-choice items, the chance success probability, is .25 and .20,
respectively), but htlyowid a total of 4 or S options per item, rhp itpm
writing task becomes extremely difficult and time consuming.c

A second means of reducing the chance success factor is to incrporar
into the test more that one item based on the same content element and
to require the student to respond correctly to each of these items 11-for
mastery of the element is -ssilmed The statistical Probability of a sr
dent's nnswerjng each' of a srries of multiple choir,. item- by charp
beomes ery low 4ith just a few item- (for oxample, Ong for a 4-quen
of three S choice items). Blatchford (1971) ling m,,de use of this ter,-
nique in developing diagnostic lIy orIented t sr of Chise ramm
However, despite the statistical apreal of this rroceduri... the time
required f"T t^.1 AdminISrT"rinn IS app,eciably ineven-Pd when -r wore
items must 1 e presented f^r ''ash f the elements to be testel. A fuythr
drawhacl to this approach iq that ale'r students ma% he ahl,- to "n'e
certain formal similarities among 'he varius 'ealing with
element and dech.ce the appropriat answe's solely on this ;asis.

Tn addition to the problem of 'llnrice response in using multirle
choice items for highly diagnostic purpose's is difficiiity of -Iesign
ing item stems and response orticrns so as to elcm`inate the possibility
that the student will be able to use information unreltc'd t- the ele,,en'
tested in r.rriving at a correct response. For example, In I choi,o
vocabulary item presumably testing a:singlo lexical item (the keyed
answer), the student might he ablo to rule out the. other pr,posed answer-
as inappropriate. without actually understanding the meaning the
intended word.6

The possibility that the studPrir may, in many dflses, ie Rhle t" find
the correct response by following a .ngniqtio p,,th fl,-,,,
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intended, together with, the unavoidable statistical probability of
correct response on a purely fortuitous basis, render Multiple choice
techniques of-dubious validity in testing situations which attempt to
certify the student's' acquisition of diScrete, highly specific elements
of course content. More appropriate formats for diagnostic testing pur-
poses would include the great number of fill-in or other "constructed
response" techniques presented and discussed in Lado (1961), Clark (1972a,

.1975a), and Valette (1977).
If it-can be assumed that the:stuaent's-response to a diagnostic test -

item7 is an accurate indication of his mastery (or lack of it) of the
linguistic element in question, a test based on a number of such ite
(each dealing with a different element) may be thought of not, as a single
instrument for which. one total score would be generated, but as a series
of individual, one-item tests, with a separate ("pass-fail") score avail-
able for each item. Although such a high degree of diagnostic specifi-
city is.Possil?le in theory, the sheer data Trocessing and interpretation
bUrden whidh the one-item, one -score principle imposes,on classroom
teachers an&students alike would make its full-scale implementation
urcfeasible in most cases. For example, a 10-item diagnostic test admin-
iptered.to 30 students would yield 300 separate "scores." Administration
Of 15 such tests over the course of a school year would produce 4,500
separate items of information onstudent performance which would have to
be tall4ed,' reported, and interpreted.

An'ttempt at handling large quantities of diagnostic test data
throtigh computer techniques has been made by Foulter (1969), who used
mark-sense cards as the student response medium for language laboratory
quizzes. The Center for Curriculum Development (1971) at one point
offered a computer-based scoring service for tests in its VOix et Tm.apg
French program.in which individual item responses were stored and
retrieved for individual students and the class as a whole. together will.
printed statements of the linguistic aspect tested in each ease. Com
puter-assisted test administration, ,coring, and diagri^stir reporting
has al been nnde,taken Boyle et (1971'). Wit', few excertihns,
however, these and i,i1fly

1,1ST^OM teacher.
An alternative t" single-item rerorting nd interrretaotion is the

comhf ing of severfl.1 test items into hT0Rder nnits of c,',1tent stil'
retail. some degree Of diagn'ostir glue. 7- For example, 7 levels of scor-
repo ing were provid^d for in an experimental tevt of "spoken Spa,,ish
grammar" develovd by Fcluational Testing Service for n-,e in P.r-ice Corr -
language testing projects (Fdurati,nal Testing Service, 1071). At th^
more detailed level, -Rch response scor,-(1 srparate1N, permitting
diagnostic statements -dch "the ,twlent can produce the third person
singular present recce farm of 1 ;vir in a singlF senten'e context nsing
known vocabulary At a second. more general. level of scoring. -1 gron
of related items' was ^onsid ^red to constit "te a "mini te't" for a some
what broadeit category (e.g. "present tense v "rh forms"), with the scot-
for each mini-test reported as the number of correctly answered items
within that category. This second technique permitted identification of
areas of student strength and weakness at the level of "present tense
verb forms," "possessive pronouns," "definite and indefinite articles,"
and sojorth. Although this second-level scoring procedure did not yield
the great inforMatienal detail of individual-item scoring, the data
handling aspect-s were considerably lest onr.ynnq. pqrc.cinlly For
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information accumulated across students and test administrations.
Ap. important conceptual and practical task in the future development

of'diagnostically-oriented tests of language achievement will be the adop-
tion ofia level of specificity which permits a useful degree of instruc-
tional feedback without exceeding the information processing capabilities
of the students or teaching staff. Despite the problems involved in
defining such a level, and in developing diagnostic achievement tests
,generally, these efforts should be more than repaid by the informational
feedback which such instruments can provide in the service of increased
student motivati (Cartier,'1972; Marso, 1969; Pack, 1972; and Steiner,
1970) and languag course planning and improvement (Parent aril#Veidt,'
1971; Valette an Disick, 1972).

General Achievement Tests '

ik

General achievement testing iS.by definition a less specific and less
highly controlled type of evaluation in which diagnostic precision gives
way to the presentation of longer and more natural language sequences.
Within this framework, the use of multiple choice formats is not neces-
sarily proscribed. Since themeasprement focus is on whole-test perform-
ance, the effects of chance response are diffused over the test as a
unit, and a certain proportion of the total test score is formally or
implicitly discounted as attributable to chance factors. The possibility
that students will take somewhat differing linguistic paths to a correct
answer is also of lesser concern because of the more global measurement
intent.

Although diagnoStic standards may be relaxed for tests of general
achievement, these tests must continue to be based on lexicon and struc-
tures to which the student has been exposed in the course of instruction.
In this regard, the use of externally prepared standardized instruments
for a(7hievment testing purposes must he conditioned on the extent to
which they incorporate the lexicon, structures, and other elements of
linguistic content presented in the course of instruction. To the extent
that test content and instvuctional content differ, the rtefulness of tl,'
external test as a measure of specific course achievement is diminished
Carroll (1969) and Valette (1969) independently raised this point in
their discussi-n of tg-sLing re-tults f,,r. the o called "Pennqvlvania
'study- (Smith, 197(1), in which score' on the MIA Cr,nr4-rativ- Fr7r,ign T.an
guag=, 114-11i0.'1=MPnt- 7=,ts (Flucntional Testi g Service, 1965) weve.lised :1-

(
criteria of accomplihment in "audiolingn l and, "traditional- courc,es.
Valette found that-a large proportion or _he vcabulary ",:ed in the MIA
Cooperative Peading fest did not appear in the textbook's used by the
audioli,,gual cla-ses. -Ind on the has;c "f this sugvsted that the Coop'.
erativ' T,,,,t ,,a- not a valid ni,-.a,-11*Yr' e,( nrhic.verit rf,r the ri,i,li,,linptinl
Rrewip,

The problem of content in using externAlly-prepared tests as measuros
of course achievement can he obviated to some extent by careful prior
examination and selection of the test instruments. Cox and Sterrett
(1970) have suggested a statistical procedure in which only those test
items which are judged to reflect course content would be included in
calculating total test scores. This procedure Would. effectively remove
the influence of content-inappropriate items, and, provided that the
unscored items constituted only a small proportion of the total items in
the test, there would he little adverse effect .on test reliability.
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EVALUATION OF PROFICIENCY

The purpose of proficiency testing is'to determine the student's ability
to use the test language effectiVely for "real-life purposes," that is
to say, in vocational pursuits, for travel or residence abroad, or for
such cultural and enjoyment purposes as reading literary works in the
original text, attending motion pictures or plays in the test language,
and so gowth. In all cases, the measurement emphasis is on the extent
to which the individual is capable of utilizing his knowledge of, and
facility in, the lariguage to accomplish some desired receptive Or com-
municative purpose. In contrast to achievement testing, which is
explicitly based on the nature and content of the student's language
learning history, proficiency testing focuses entirely on the examinee,'s
ability to perform pragmatically'dseful tasks in the language, without
regard to the manner in which that ability was acquired.

Within thet proficiency testing -category, it is possible to.distin-
guish dire&t and indirect procedures. From a theoretical standpoint,
the most direet procedure for determining an individual's proficiency
in a given language would simply be to follow that individual surrepti-
tiously Over an extended period of time, observing. and judging the
adequacy ofiperformance in the fankuage-use areas in question: buying
train tickets, ordering a meal,,conferring with colleagues on work-
related matters, conversing with friends on topics of current interest,
writing a note for the plumber, ordering business supplies by correspond-
ence, and so forth.- It is clearly impossible, or at least highly imprac-
tical, to administer a "test" of this type in the usual language learning
situation. Nonetheless, the development of proficiency measurement
procedures that can properly be considered "direct" Twist be based on
approximating, to the greatest extent possible within the necess"ry con-
straints of testing time, and facilitie-, the spcic;. r,;1,,,;-,- in %,1,;)
the profir-iency is r.a11,4upon in real lifo

V.Q 7 d if-q (-7.0> i 11) rr eNi" e ptle-t) f- '11,-7

The formal correspondence between the setting and operation of the testinP
procedure and the setting and operation of the ier'al life situation ,fsn-t:
totes the face content validity or the t.-'t- -the basic psy-hometric
touchstone for direct proficiency Th,, face/content validity or a
given instrument must he determined close examination and analysis of
the testing mat4ials and procedures themselves, and this determination
is necessarily logical and judgmental, rather than statistical, in natter,-
This concept may he somewhat disturbing to statistically-oriented test
klevelopers and users, who might prefer some numerical inde" or validity,
perhaps a "coefficient of face/content validity" analogous to the predic-
tive validity coefficients associated with prognostic tests. Howevel,
since a direct proficiency test is, in effect, its own criterion, it must
necessarily be evaluated by informed inspection rather than through
.statistical means- The gmental nature of face/content validity'should
not in any way be considered a disparagement of this validation process:
as succinctly expressed by Rulon (1946), "[,face /content validity] sounds
as though. it were a rather superficial thing; as though we shpuld require
'some more conclusive proof of the test's validity. Actually, there can
be no more conclusive proof (p. 290)."

Direct proficiency testing can encompass the measurement of student
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skill in any of the 4 language modalities. For example, the Graduate
School Foreign Language Tests8 prov,ide measures of the student's profi-
ciency in reading verbatim excerpts from journal articles and other
texts appropriate to given areas of graduate school specialization.
Direct measures of writing proficiency'require the student to produce c
materials such as:business letters, reporfs", apd other documents at
issue in specifiea real-life writing situations. For purposes of discus-
sion, tt will be useful to concentrate on.an area of language proficiency, .

of high current interest to 'students, teachers, and language testers:
the ability to communicate orally in face-tozface language. situations.

As has been emphasized by a number of'authors' (Cooper, 1970;
:JakObovits, 1969, 1970; Paulston, 1974; Spolsky, 1968; and 1.10shur, 1972),
an individual's ah,i'llty to communicate effectively in a given language
cannot be considered 'directly proportional to his mastery (or lack of
it),of specified ljexical items, grammatical structures, or other discrete
elements of performance. As a-consequence, instead of using\linguistic
inventories as a point of departure for setting test spedifications, the
developer of a_communicative proficiency test must be concerned with
arranging testing situations that are the closest possible facsimiles of
real -life communication situations. Instead of evaluating the linguistic
accuracy per se of the examinee's performance, the tester must concen-
trate on determining the extent to which the' examinee is able tp convey
various types of informationin an accurate, efficient, and situationally
appropriate way.

With respect to apptOpriate settings for a direct test of communica-
tive proficiency;' the presence of a live interlocutor is probably indis-
pensable for adequate face/content validity. Published speaking tests
'using tape-recorded stimuli to which the student replies are some steps
removed from a real,c40munlicative situation in that "they do not allow
for the speaker interaction and instantaneous alteration of content char
acteristic of face-to-face conversation. Except for telephone converses
tions and other communication-at-a-distance situations, real-life pi-g1
communication also involves facial, gestural, and ftther visual rues which
cannot be provided in a test situation except on a face to-face basis.

However, the mere fact of a face-to face conversation is not of itsel'
a sufficient demonstration of validity: close attention must also he
paid to the topical content of the conversation and to the psychol-gical/
interpersonal relationships that are estahlished during the course of t'
test. It is probably futile to bore that the affective components of -
formal testing situation will ever closely approach tho,e Of the real
life situations which the test attemrts to reflect. As rerren (196)
expresses it: "...both participants know perfectly well that it is a
test and not a tea-party, and both are subject to psy,hological ten-;on-.
and what is more important, to linguistic constraint- of style and
register thought appropriate to the occasion by both participants - None
theless, for the sake of test validity, every effort must 13%,made to
minimize the "examination" aspects of the r.on,r,:ntion in fliPint of more
natural and encouraging ambiance.

Scorincf Pr6cedureg

In addition to the validity of the test setting and administration pro-
cedure, there is also the question of validity of the scoring procedures
used. The degree of scoring validity depends on tlYe extt.it to which the
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scoring system represents examiner. judgments of the stud4t's ability to~
convey information in an efficient and situationally aOppopriate way,
rather than the grammatical accuracy., correctness of vocabulary, air ther.
linguistically-oriented aspects of the student's performance. It-fis,
however,-often difficult to s'parate "communication" ant "linguistic accu-
racy"-in scoring practise. For example, the scoring criteria for "level
2" performance on the FOreign Service Institute's language proficiency
interview (Rice, 1959) are reproduced below, with emphasis (italicizing)
added to indicate those portions involving judgments of linguistic accu-
racy rather than of communicative performance as such:

Can handle with confidence but not with facility most social .

4a0lik
situations including introductions and .c' 1 conversations
about current events, as well as work, f', and a4toblograph-
ical information ;-can handle limited work requirements,' needing
help in handring any complications or difficulties; can get the
gist of most conversations on non-technical subjects (i.e.,

.

topics which require no specialized knowledge) and has a speak-
ing vocabulary sufficient to express himself simply with some
circumlocutions; accent, though often quite faulty, is intelli- ,

gible; can usually handle elementary cons ructions quite accu-
rately but does not have thorough or conf)dent control of the
grammar.

A siA.lai intermingling of communicative and linguistic criteria is
seen in the description of "elementary speaking\proficiency" on the Eng-
lish Proficiency Chart of the National Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (again, emphasis added):9

Asks and answers questions on daily personal needs and familiar
topics with ve-ry limited vocabil77u: ITIPI,F,q f74,grie-1,* t,Acir- r,77i17
in ,5tructnre and prnrInnr-i4tion.

In addition to the validity question for scoring procedures is the
problem of scoring reliability. Although scoring reliability is not A

significant problem in testing prciredures based on multiple choice or
short response formats, it ass,imes substnnrial pTop-rtions in -itoatiens
where human judges mu-t assign numerical iarings to longer and less highly
structured sampl-s ef language behav:or. two tyres of scoribp reli9bi1
it% are at is-ue in such instances: in'ra rfiter reliabilitN, which refer':
to the extent t" which a given rater i,, able, repetitivoly, to assig" the
same s-ore to a given t'st pelf-rm.ince. and iTOPT rnt--T reliability, which
refer-: to the extent to which 7 nr more raters -Iss;gn the same score to
given performance, Low intra rater relinhility is a Ceri"iIC
qinCr. it indicates th't the stnndards of scoring judgment qte not 'ztnhi-
even among' individual judges. Low inter rater reliaAility is also a
troublesome matter in that the ohtnined score becomes de(pendent in large
part on the rater involved: examinees who happen to draw n more' lenient
rater stand to benefit by comparison with OxnminPeq whnqp rerfrIrmnilro ic
evaluated by a more severe rater.

'Studies of intra- and inter-rater scoring performance have Primarily
been conducted in the area of written production or "essay testing" in the
examinee's native language, as comprehensively reviewed by Coffman (1971)1
Tests of oral communication in either native or second languagef/pose
techriical Problems in that it is substantially more difficult to "re-
present" the student's performance for repetitive scoring by the original

3 6
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rater or other independeht'raters (Clark,:1975b); this situation haS
doubtlars contributed to the general paucity of scoring reliability stud-
ies in the speaking proficiency area. As reported in the test manual,
an inter-rater reliability study of 100 speaking test tapes in the MLA-
Cooperative Test battery' yielded a 2-rater correlation of .59, using-a
scoring procedure based primarily on.judgments of linguistic accui(acy
rather-than do oVerall.communicative,ability. In a small-scale reliabil-
ity study of the FSI interview carried out at Educational Testing Service,
the scores of 2 raters simultiheously nesent at 80 interview sessions
coincided as to basic score level (on a 6-point scaLe.) in approximately
95% of the cages. Notwi4thstandingthe,information provided by occasional
limited studies of this type, the scoring reliabilities of direct profi-
ciency interviews (and of tests of'speaking ability in general) remain
to be comprehensively investigated and documented. / 4,..

Several procedures might be suggested to increase the scoring relia--
bility.of direct tests of communicative proficien . For exaMpler the
interviewers could be asked to cover specified to ical areas or to ask
a fixed series of questions of each examinee. Qr various scoring aids
could also be devised, 'such as the ,"Factors in Speaking Proficiency".
chart developed by FSI staff for use along with the original verbal
ratings of competence (Wilds, 1975). This chart breaks down the student's
performance into the categories of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary,
fluency, and comprehension. Weighted scores are assigned to each cate-
gory, and the student's final rating is derived from a total score across
categories which is then reconvetted to the original verbal scale.

Although a high degree of scoring reliability for direct proficiency
tests is certainly an important goal, such reliability should not be
sought at the expenSe of face/content validity. In the first' example
above, detailed Advance structuring of the content and sequencing of the
interview would make it .less representative of the often digressive con-
versations typicl of real-life Communication. In the second example, th
compartmentali7ntion of the student's responses into different linguisti
categories for scoring purposes, together with the assignment of fixed
score weightings to each category, could be expected to do some violenr,-
to the final rating as a direct measn,e of communicative proficiency.
Although it may he hped that te-ting procednres can eventuall he A' -1
oped which combine a high degree of fa:.e/c ntent validity wi'h high
scoring reliability, i,, (--,s'es ,,f ,- 1071:t re-,i0e7p';-nF cf 1.p1 '71it
.0,,,,,1,1 t'1,, r, C. , r-e1 6..714 f. I ''''

.1, I I : . o , 1 :

rpri i r r., f r- f e,71

Indirect proficiency test- are nlso intended to ass-cc the extent to
which the student is able to function appropriately in real life lanpungr,
use situations. However, unlike direct proficiency tests, indirect
measures' are not required to reflect authentic language-nse contexts and.
indeed, they may in many cases bear little formal resemblance to linanis
tic Situations that the student would encounter in real life. One
example of an indirect proficiency measure is the "reduced rediandancy"
test developed by Bernard Spolsky (Caies et al., 1977; Spolsky, 1972; and
Spolsky et al.', 1968). In this procedure, the student is asked to listen
to-and transcribe, a series, of sentences in the test language which are
accompanied by a specified degree of electronically produced background
noise. Development of this test is based on the theory that individuals
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who have a high le el of global proficiency in the language will
-better able to uti ize the reduced number of ling istic cues availa le
tn acoustically distorted speech and will thus able to perceive the
recorded stimuli`accurately at lower signal/noi e,levels. ,Although a
case might be tad4fot the existence of a limited number of "reduced
redundancy" situations in real-life ciptexts.(for example, telephone
reception over faulty equipkent), the Spolsky technique does not, in
general, reflect the kinds of language-use situations in which the stu-
dent would be expected to operate in real life.

The usefulness of the Spolsky test and other indirect proficiency
measures does not,'however, depend on the tests' face/content validity
but on the extent to which the test. scores are found to correlate, on a
statistical basis, with more direct measures of the proficiency in ques-
tion, simultaneously administered during the test validation phase. The
practical utility of these concurrent validity studies and the obtained
correlations lies in the extent. to which it thereby becomes possible to
predict, on the basis of an exaMinee's indirect test score alone, the
score that he or she would be expected to obtain on the more direct
measure when the latter cannot be.apinistered for reasons of cost or
complexity 9f administration.

An indirect testing technique which has received considerable recent
attention is the so-called "cloze" procedure, in which the examinee
attempts to replace words previous! deleted from a continuous text.
Originated by W. L. Taylort (1953) n connection with native language
learning, the cloze procedure was intensively examined by Carroll et al.

(1959) as a possible measure of foreign language proficiency within the
College Entrance Examination Board testing ,program. In the Carroll
study, only mode -rate reliabilities were fOund for French and German cloze
tests based on an every 10th-word deletion pattern, and their opecrational
use in the College.Board program was not recommended. More recently, a
number of additional investigations have been carried out using various
'adaptations of the original cloze procedure. Darnell (1Q68) developed
a "clozentropy" procedure in which the test responses of native speakers
were used to define and weight aceptqble answers according to an info,.
matign theorN model. A 200-ioem test using the clozenttopv terhnicve
was found to correlate to the extent ,f .R4 with -cores on the Te.qf -'
Engli,h ,--, Fnopig,, 1,Anguacies (7OFFT' for a group of 48 non native
speakers of rnglish sbudyinir at the .."ni'ers,ty of Colorado. " major
disadvntage of the Darnell apprenrh ir, the ne,-d .1,1- <',%TTIT1I1 t r nc -: j ,-; t tri. c
in the complex scoring procedure.

In other studies, 011er and Tnal (1971) .1dmiistered -in Fnglish cloze
test in which on]. prep.cvitions were deleted and obtained a correlation
of .7S with total scores on the UCLA Pnglish placement examination, con
sisting of multiple choice and free response question., coveting vocabu
lary, grammar, reading comprehension, and dictation. Oiler (1972b) found
that a scoring system which gave credit for any conte/ctually acceptable
word (not necessarily the original deletion) resulted in higher test
reliability than the exact-word-replacement method, as well as alligher
(.83 vs. .75) correlation with the UCLA placementlexamination.-;;VUerior-
ity of the "any-acceptable-wo-rd" scoring procedure was not, however,
corroborated in a later study by Hanzeli (1977). Recent experimentation
has also been conducted using the cloze procedure in a multiple choice
format (Jonz, 1976; Griffin et al., 1978).'°

The correlational results so far obtained with indirect proficiency

27 ,
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measures, especially the cloze procedure, allow for.sCat optimisrq, that
techniques can be developed. to estimate, in an efficient and economical
manner, the student's acquisitibn of,'"real-life" proficiencies that are
directly measurable only through more elaborate and more expensive
niques. However, some cautionary observations should also be made, as
.follows:

With a few exce6-ions (Pike, 1973; Hinofotis, 1976), experimental
studies involving indirect. procedures have used as comparison measures
multiple choice tests or other iiistruments that do not in themselves
have a high degree of face/content validity as direct measures of the
language proficiencies in question. As has been frequently urged in the
testing literature (Carroll et al., 1959; Clark, 1972b; 1975b; Lado,
1960; and Spolsky, 1968), it would be ver' desirable to carry out detailed
studies in which direct language interviews and other highly face-valid
techniques would serve as the criteria against which:perception-in-noise
tests, cloae tests of various types, and other expexlmental.measures

.

could be correlated and operationally compared. In Addition to permitting
close examination and comparison of proposed indirect measures,'such
ipvestigationsvould focus attention on, and quite probably bring improve--
'dents to, the direct measurement techniques, themselves.

The magnitude of the correlation between indirect and direct profi-
ciency.measures may be affected by the specific language learning history
of the individuals tested.. Although high correlations between a printed
cloze test and a direct measure of oral proficiency might be obtained for
examinee groups whose language experienee has included routine contact
with both spoken and written materials, the same relationship might not
be, shown for examinee groups having other learning backgrounds. In this
regard, the oral proficiency-level of students whose language training
has been largely restricted to either the spoken mode (as in some Peace
Corps training situations) or the written mode (as, in reading-knowledge-
only course's) might he under- or over:predicted, respective3y, using
correlational results obtained from student groups with more heterogeneous
Language backgrounds. Additional investigation of the influence of
diverse learning histories on indirect test performance would appear
indicated, as well as more global studies of the interrel.sxiono6r7 amonp
language modalities. as they affect tr'St perforMance

-The "repreentationnl value" of indire,t 'proficiency tests is
less than that of direct proficiency tests. Whereas the amount 'and
quality of language 'ccomplishment represented by a given level of per
formance on a direct proficiency test is readily apparent to the examinee
and other interested persons, the same cannot he said'of indirect test
scores. When used in the classroom qnd- other instructional situations,
indirect proficiency t-sting should properly he acc,.mpqnied by explanat,,
materials which permit an appropriate extrnpolati_on of 'hr r,,it,
to spec- i f i cri rvrrtc rind l ova} of Yr.-nl 1 i fe p,1 Fr', Mrinr.r'

SUMMARY

The discussions' in the preceding sections have dealt with the major
psychometric considerations at issue to 3 types of language testing
activities. Prognostic measurement involves the use of test instruments
or other available measures to determine, through correlational tech-
niques, the level of language accomplishment that specified students
would be expected to attain if they were to follow particular instruc-
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tional peograms, The MLAT and similar language aptitude tests can con-
tribute to the.effective4neasurement of at least one component of language
learning success, but a potentially more effective prognostic technique
involves a "systems approach" based on the Carroll mode146f schdol, kearn-i,
ing, in which several student-related and inStrbction-related'variables
are considered simultaneously in estimatingfor a,giren student, the,
probable outcome of a number of alternative teaming Programs and strate-
gies. Improvement' in the quality of the'riterion'testS used to define
language learning 4.15ss is also considered of great importance in the
continuing development of prognostic techniques.

. In the area of achievement testing--defined as the measurement of
the student's acquisition of course content--a major psychometric concern
is that of_ appropriately sampling that content within the,confines of an
administratively-feasible test. A suggested empiricaK.approach to the
content question'is the establishment of operationally homogeneoils samt-effr
domains front which indiyidual-elements can belivrawn for testing. Diag-
nostically- oriented achievement tests attempt.q certify the Student's
acquisition-(or lack of it) of discrete, minuteLyspeeified content
elements. Multiple choice techniques are hat.considered well - suited to
diegriostic testing activities because of statistical and logical factors
which render single-item data ambiguous as to the,stUdentleb,mastery of
the poiiit ostensibly tested. Completion exercises ard. otfr.'..techniques
requiring actual.language production are considered more appropriate for
highly diagnostic testing, even though they lack the 'scoring speed and
convenidnce of the multiple choice format . Practical difficulties in
_handling the large amounts of data generated by diagnostic testing at its
most 1'ighly specific 'eve* may make it necessary Tto combine tested ele-
ments into somewhat larger units for scoring-and.interpretation purposes.

General achievement testing is a more global tope 9f measurement in
which larger and more natural linguistic units can legitimately be pre-
sented or elicited. The basic requirement in achieveMent testing--th"A
the test content be derived exclusively from course content:- .applirable
to general achievement tests as well is to diagnostic tests: this
respecA the appropriateness' of using externallyprerared ins 1°T1t fo.
general achievement testing ends in large part on t-',E. extent`' to whi.I.
the external instruments adeqo ply miryo0 t }'' (..,,,tt,nt or t -e 1.),12flnp,

pTo2ram in which they a'e to he Red. )r

Proficiency testing invlve-! eaRuring the student's abilh-y to
t/tilize_ the tested language for pragmatically ,,,:eful purp,,seS within a
real-,14Ye context. Dir-ct proficiAn,y testing, di -cussed primarily in
terms_of the testing of face. to face ,-ommunicative proficiency, retireser.,-
an attempt to 'duplicate the real life lannuage use situati,,n as closely

,as possible within the test setting, is a demonstrationlof high fae-e/
content validity. Scoring procedures f,,r direct profici.r.neN tests must
demonstrate real communicative r r i tr'r i a and q high 1 P"2. 1 " 6 t".' th 4J1 t T ,t
and inter-rater reliability.

Indirect proficiency tests have the same measurement purpose as
direct proficiency tests but derive validity as proficiency measures
through a correlational relationship with direct proficiency tests,
rather than through :the face/content validity Of the instruments .them-
selves. I:Redlited redundancy" tests and various types of cloze procedures
rare examples of indirect measures which show considerable. promise as
indices of language proficiency in situations where more direct tests
cannot he administwed. However. direce proficiency tests will continue'
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to be needed, both for administration in their own right wherever possible 1
and as criteria against whi.O the adequacy and accuracy 'of more indirect
procedures can be established.

FOOTNOTES

1Negative correlatioh ranging from zero to -1.0 are also possible; these
usually occur when the scoring scale for one of the correlated measures
is reversed so that better performance is represented by lower scores.
Negative' correlations have just as much predictive value as the correspond-
ing positive values..

2Subsequent to the publication of the MLAT, a Language Aptitude Bat -
tery, based on generally similar principles, had been made available
(Pimsleur, 1966).

3For useful discussions of alternative procedures in defining course
content, see George (1962) and Perren (1971).

For a fairly technical but highly useful further discussion of
domain-based achievement testing, see Shoemaker (1975).

5Various "correction-for-guessing" procedures have been developed in
an attempt ta.minimize the statistical effect of random guessing on
multiple choice test scores. However, these involve adjustments of the
student's total test score and in no way counteract the possibility of
correct answering by chance at the indiKidual-item level. Test instruc-
tions which caution the student not to guess and warn of a penalty for
wrong answers may be taken at face value by some students but disregarded
by others more willing to risk an incorrect response. For a review of
the literature in these areas, see Diamond and Evans (1,973).

6For additional discussion of this point, see Clark (1965).
7"Item" is used here in the general sense of "test question"--including

short answer, completion, and other question types--and not multiple
choice questions per se, which are seen to have drawbacks for diagnostic
testing.

8Published as an ongoing series by Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jerse'.

9See National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (1971).
"An extensive bibliography on cloze testing in English-second language

applications is provided by 011er (1975b).

-
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The $ociolinguistic Foundations of _

Language Testing

Joshua A. Fishmbn & Robert L. Cooper

It 'is the purpose of this article to illuStrate the usefulness of a socio-
linguistic approach to the construction of language assessment. procedures.
This approach insists upon the specification of the communicative contexts
in which the behavior to be assessed occurs, and can be justified on two
grounds. First, language behavior and behavior toward language vary as a
function of communicative context. Thus, global, uncontextualized meas-
ures of language proficiency, language usage, and language attitude may
mask important systematic differences. Second, language assessment pro-
cedures have been successfully.contextualized so as to gather data
reflecting systematic sociolinguistic variation. This article presents
evidence to support both justifications for the sociolinguistic contextu-
alization of language assessment procedures.

SOCIOLINGUISTIC VARIATION

Soc iolinguistics describes a loosely-associated set of inquiries which
have-as a common concern the relationships between linguistic and other
social variables. (For a collection of eneys reviewing the field, see
Fishman, 1971.) While investigators who attempt to_describe and explain
these interrelationships differ in their orientations, all agree on at
least one point: there are no single-style speakers and no single-style
speech communities. That is to say, no one speaks in the same way all of
the time, and no community is composed of speakers who all have identical
verbal resources at their command. Thus, a person speaks differently
when shouting at an umpire at Yankee Stadipm than when.delimilering a fOrmal
lecture. Similarly, not all the people who "speak the same language"
have the same opportunities for using it. Whereas most New Yorkers may
have the opportunity to go to Yankee Stadium and to learn how to display
their grievances at an umpire's call, fewer New Yorkers have the oppor-
tunity (and far fewer the desire) to learn how to deliver formal lectures.

Several examples can be cited to support this notion. Labov (1966),
for example, demonstrated that in the speech of New Yorkers the presence
of final 9r preconsonantal In in words such as car and park is system-
laically related to the social class of the speaker and to the careful-
ness of his speech. Thus, New Yorkers belonging to the upper end of the
socioeconomic continuum produce this sounu more often than do New Yorkers
from the lower end of the continuum, and all New Yorkers pronounce it
more frequently when they speak carefu4ly than when they speak casually
and spontaneously.

Similarly, Fischer (1958) found that variation in the pronunciation
of the present participle -ing by children of a New England village was
sytematicallylrelated to contextual and personal variables. The variant)
-in' (as. in huntin' and fishin') was more likely to be produced in
relaxqd than in formal situations, i.e. in verbs like hunting and fishing
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than in verbs_ like reading and writing, by boys more often than by girls,
and by "typical" boys more often than by a "model" boy. He found a
slight tendency for children from less economically advantaged families
to use -in' more often than children from more favorable economic circum-
stances, but the community was relatively homogeneous with,respect to
social class.

. Variation in the use of American terms of address has been shown to
be systematically related to differential power relations and to degree
of intimacy between speakers (Brown and Ford, 1961). Thus, for example,
two Americans are more likely to use each other's first c/ames when talk-
ing to each other if they have a close relationship anerto use mutual
title plus last name (e.g. Mr. Smith) if they do not. Non-reciprocal
use of the first name is more likely to be found in situations of unequal
power relations (e.g. employer-employee), with the more powerful addres-
sing the less powerful by the latter's first name and receiving title
plus last name from him. Also, the more powerful is typically the one
who initiates a change from non-reciprocal to reciprocal use of the first
name.

-Another example of variation in American English can be seen in baby
talk (speech addressed to infants), which is marked by a small set of
lexical items, many of which involve reduplication (e.g. choo-choo, bow-
wow) and special intonational contours and syntactic features (Ferguson,
1964). Americans consider baby talk appropriate for use with babies,
pets, and lovers, but many, particularly men, feel embarrassed at using
it in public. That Americans talk to infants (and are often tireless in
their attempts to elicit speech from them) is itself culturally determined.
Other groups, the Luo of Kenya, for example, believe it inappropriate to
try to elicit speech from'infants (Blount, 1972)':

The rich collection of speech events in which inner-city American
Black adolescent boys are skilled (Labov et al., 1968) presents another
example of sociolinguistic variation. These events include ritual
insults (playing the dozens), the recitation of epic poems (jokes or
toasts), and the formal display of occult (heavy) knowledge (rifting).
Each of these is stylistically marked. Rifting, for example, requires a
high-flown rhetorical style and employs many learned, Latinate words, and
its syntax is Closer to that of Standard English than is the syntax of
other speech events.

All of the above examples illustrate the sociolinguistic universal
originally asserted--that there are no single-style speakers or single
style speech communities. Social and contextual variables are reflected
by differences in phonology, morphophonemics, lexicon, and syntax. They
are also reflected by differences in what is said. Membership in a speech
community is marked not only by. a shared language or language variety, but
also by shared rules-for its use. Thus, members of a speech community
share not only linguistic competence, the ab0;ity tb understand and pro-
duce the theoretically infinite set of sentendepcomprising the language,
but also.communicative competence, the knowledgd'of when to speak and
when to remain silent, and whal. to say to whom and when (Hymes, 1972).
Thus, for example, one of the first things American students of Hindi or
Marathi want to learn to say in those languages is please and thank you
because of the importance of these terms in American English (Apte,
1974). They are among the first terms which American parents try to
teach their children, and they are the terms used constantly by adults.
-As'Apte has shown, however, the use of gratitude expressions is culturally
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determined. If an American wants to speak Hindi or Marathi appropriately;
he must learn that in the Hindi and Marathi speech communities there are
some communicative contexts in which expressions of gratitude are obliga-
tory, there Are others in which they are optional, and there are still
others in which they are taboo. He must learn when to express gratitude
and, equally important', when not to express it. And he must learn this
as part of learning these languages' rules of speaking, which will enable
him to communicate appropriately as well as grammatically.

It is not difficult to demonstrate the systematic variation that
exists in the same speaker's language usage or the systematic differences
that exist between the_language usages of different groups of speakers.
If the obvious has been belabored, it has been because such variation is
typidally ignored in the construction of language assessment devices.
Most writers of such devices appear to view language as a monolithic
entity and to have adopted the simplifying assumption of an ideal.speaker-
hearer who speaks the same way all of the time and does so within a lin-
guistically-homogeneous community_ Such an assumption is justified when
the language proficiency, language usage, or language attitude to be
assessed is contextually invariant Certainly, there are invariant behav
iors which 4re worth assessing. For example, we may want to predict the
speed and accuracy with which a person can translate articles in psycho-
logical journals from his mother tongue into a given target language. Or
we may want to predict the degree to which a university student will be
able to comprehend lectures in his field when the lectures are delivered
in a given language. Yet even these examples are not illustrative of
completely iinvariant behaviors. Articles in particular psychological
journals or on given psychological topics may require somewhat different
skills than other articles, and lectures given by particular instructors
or on particular topics may require somewhat different skills than other
lectures. But it the contextual variability of the behavior we wish to
assess is relatively small, we may be justified in-making the simplifying
assumption of invariance.

Whether or not the aSnntipilyn ,onlexInul InvrAVIdnLv. IS jnntItled
In a particular case, the assumption is typically an unexamined one. It

is the point of this article that language assessment procedures can be
improved if the assumption or contextual invariance (or variance) is
made explicit. This can be done by specifying the communicative conteAt.l.
for which the language behavior or behavior toward language is being
assessed. If there is only one context for which the assessment is neces
sary or it the assessment in fog substantially similar contexts, the pro-
cedure can be designed with that context or set of context-a in mind. If
there are several contexts for which assessment is necessary an0 if these
contexts have substantially different communicative requirements, the
procedure can be designed to reflect this sociolinguistic variation.

EXAMPLES OF CONTEXTUALIZED LANGUAC4;,A4SESSMENT MEASURES

Although most language assessment devices appear to have been written un
the implicit assumption that the behavior to be assessed is monolithic
and contextually invariant, a beginning has been made in constructing
contextualized assessment devices. Examples follow for the measurement
of language proficiency, language usage, and language attitude,
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Language 'Proficiency

Two language proficiency devices developed in connection with the descrip-
tion of bilingualism among Puerto Ricans in New York City (Fishman et al.,
1971) illustrate the usefulness of a contextualized approach to the
measureMent of language .proficiency. One procedure was a word-naming
ta'k admidistered in iglish and in Spanish. Respondents were asked to
name, one minute, as many different words referring to a specified
context as they could. This was done in each language for each of five
contextual domains: family, neighborhood, religion, education, and work.
For the domain of family, respondents were asked to name as many words
as they could that named things which could be seen.or found in a kitchen,
for neighborhood, things seen or found in a neighborhood; for religion,
things seen or found in a church; for education, subjects taught in
school; and for work, the names of jobs, occupations, or professions.
Responses were elicited for all rive domains in one language, followed by
all five domains in the other. The,language in which responses were
first elicited was randomly chosen for each respondent. The order ot
domain, however, was kept constant, i.e. family, neighborhood, religion,
education, and work. Directions were of the pattern, "Tell me as many En6
lish (Spanish) words as you can that name things you can see or find in
a kitchen--your kitchen or any other kitchen. Words like salt (sal),
spoon (cuchara), rice (arroz)." The task was individually administered
to 38 adults.

When the average number ot Spanish words produced was compared to
the average number of English words produced, when supimed across all Live
domains, no difference was found. On this basis the' respondents could
be called "balanced" bilinguals since their total, global performance
was the same in each language. However, differences were observed betoe..."
the.average English and Spanish scores obtained for several domains. For
example, more Spanish than English wordS were named for the contexts of
family and religion. To describe the performance of the group as a ohote
would be misleading, however, for significant subgroup differences were
observed when the respondents were.divided by age and length of residence
on the mainland of the United States. These subgroups, like the group
as a whole, appeared "balanced" in terms of their total English and
ySpanish scores. However, differences were observed between the subgroups
in the pattern of their relative language proficiency as exhibited by
domain. For example, school-aged respondents who had received their
for 1 education via the medium of English showed a s ificantly higher
educa on'score in English than in Spanish, whereas t school-aged '

resp dents who had received their education via both languages showed no
significant difference between their average language scores for that -

domain. Thus, the word-naming task revealed important prtficiency d-
ferences associated with different interactional domains, and these dif
ferences could be explained in terms of the, respondents' differential
use of English and Spanish in their everyday We. These proficiency
differences, however, would have been completely hidden if only a global,
undifferentiated measure had been used.

It might be objected that the word-naming task is a relatively
indirect measure of proficiency (although correlations between Spanish-
English word-naming difference scores for particular domains, on the one
hand, and more direct proficiency measured on the other were typically
about .50, a respectable relationship considering the usual relative
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unreliability of difference scores and the .brevity of the procedure which
elicited them). A more direct language proficiency test.'--a measure of
listening comprehensionin English and in Spanish--was employed with the
same adults who participated in the word-naming task. It differed from
conventional listening comprehension tests in that it was designed to
assess comprehension in terms of specific social contexts.

The listening comprehension test's stimulus material consisted of
five tape-recorded conversations between Spanish - English bilinguals living
in New York. The participants in all.but one of the conversations were
Puerto Rican college students who vokfluent, native English and who
were adept at switching between languages. In one conversation, one of
the speakers was a parish priest, who played himself in that role, and
whose Spanish was fluent but not native.

Each conversation was obtained in the Eollqwig moer FiLsi, Lite

"actors" agreed upon a social situation in which switching between English
and Spanish would be appropriate among Puerto Ricans in New York. Second,
they mapped out a story-line which determined the general direction of
the conversation in that situation (i.e. who would say what to whom), but
no scripts were prepared. The actors then assigned the roles to one
another and "role played," or ad-libbed, the scene, usig English when
they felt English was appropriate and Spanish when they felt Spanish was
appropriate. Finally, they played back the conversation to themselves
to determine whether or not it sounded natural. If parts or the converses
tion str ck them as unnatural, those portions were re-recorded and at a
later ti e spliced into the tape. Each completed conversation lasted
between wo and three minutes. Transcripts of the conversations can bc
found in Fishman et al. (1971, pp. E75-694).

Each of the five conversation was intended to repleeut a diftclent
cyppeof social t,optext. Consequently, the relationships between speakers
(e.g. mother daughter, priest-parishioer).cthe locales or settings (e.g.
home, rectory), the topics of conversation (e.g the annual Puerto Rican
parade, the health of an uncle), and the purpose of the interaction (e.g.
offering an invitation, dictating a letter) all varied from conversation
to co4esation.

After a converbatiou hod been piayed t%yIL.e Iv the lespondet, he was
asked a series of questions designed to assess hi, comprehension of the
passage. In addition to questions asked in order to test comprehension
of the English and Spanish portions of each convelsation, other questions
were asked in ordel to assess the respondent's interpretation of various
aspects of the social situation represented by the conversation as a Whole
For example, respondents were asked to identif) the role-relations04
between speakers (e.g. buss-secretary), the degree of social distanceor
intimacy between speakers, the motivation underlying certain remarkthinade
by the speakers, and, for some conversations, the educational and occupa-
tional status of the speakers.

For each conversation, the percentage of items assessing comprehension
of the English portion which each respondent correctly answered bras sub-
tracted from the perceqtage whiA he coLrectly.answered of item$ -assessing
comprehension df the Spanish portion. The percbntUge correct of the other
types of items--assessing interpretation of various components of the
conversation as a whole, such as the role-relationship between speakers- -

was also computed. Correctness was scorecCin terms' of the impression
intended by the Ator'S in their formulation of the social situation to be
presented.
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The tsefulness of contextualizing the listening comprehension test can.,
be seen from the differences which were observed according to conversa-
tion. For example, there was a greater difference between the average
English and Spanish comprehension scores for the conversations which took
place within the context of work than for the conversations which took
place within the context of a home. Similarly, the relationship between
the ability to understand the manifest content of the conversation (what
was said) and the ability to interpret the latent content of the conver-
sation (what was meant) differed according to conversation. For example,
respondents correctly answered a greater proportion of latent content
items than of manifest content items for a conversation taking place
within a home, whereas the reverse was true for a conversation taking
place within an office. Thus, knowing what was said did not necessarily
enable listeners to absorb the full communicative impact of a conversa-
tion; conversely, missing the details of manifest content did not neces-
sarily prevent listeners from grasping the speakers' intent.

Techniques such as the contextualized listening comprehension test
can be used to assess the degree to which a community's rules of speaking
have been internalized. Thus, two contrasting groups, to whom the test
was also administered (Anglo high school students studying Spanish and
South Americans studying at a university in New York) .often agreed with
the Puerto Rican respondents about what was said but disagre'ed with them
(and-with each other) about what was meant. Clearly, the communicative
44 distinguished from narrowly linguistic) competence of the three groups
differed not only from one another but from context to context, and many
of these differences would have been lost by' conventional,` noncontextual
ized measures of language proficiency. .

Language U.bagc

Devices wOoh at t.: designed to assess the relative tfcqueney with whi..h a

person employs his languages or language varieties may be misleading it
they yield a single, overall score of .lagtkage usage. Thus, if a person
is asked what language he uses every day and if he uses one language for
most everyday purposes but reserves another language for use in specified
social contexts, his response that he mainly uses the first language,
while true,.is also misleading since it obscures his sytematic use of
another language.

.

Two procedures for. assessing language usage illustrate the advantage

is a language-usage qu -.tonnaire developed in connection with the studylg
of-obtaining informati ,about usage in different contexts. One measure

of Puerto Rican bilia -.1015m m tioned above. Thirty-four schoolchfldren,.7
aged 6 to 12, were,A Nally interviewed. The children were asked a
series of quest }. he degree to which they used Spanish rela-
rive to Engllgli ''bilingual interlocutors in school, at church,
in the neighligl4spar'd at home. For example, the children were asked
to indicate. the Atent t 'which they used Spanish with other Puerto Rican
bilingual children when playing outside on the street near their home.
Responses were scored on a 5-point scale, with the exclusive use of
Spanish at one end of the scale and the exclusive use of English at the
other. An average rating for the use of Spanish across various inter-
locutors was computed for each respondent and for each context. The

_children reported that they used more Spanish than Engliqh in the contexts
of neighborhood and family, and more English than'Spanigh in the contexts

dr.
''''-
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of school and church. Their overall use of English and Spanish, however,
summed across all four contexts, was about the same. Thus, a question
designed to assess only their global use of Spanish relative to English,
without reference to the contexts of language usage, would have been mis-
leading.

Whereas the first example .of a contextualized measure of language
usage was obtained from self-reports, the second example was obtained from
the reports.of outside-observers. As part of a study of the status of
English in Israel, the use ofEnglish, on a busy shopping street in Jeru-
Salem and in the shops that line it, was described (Rosenbaum et al.,
1977). A transaction-count procedure (Bender et al., 1972) was employed
by. which the number of persons heard speaking English was determined.
It was found that approximately 14% of all the persons heard (N=936) were
speaking English (the majority of speakers, of course, used Hebrew). How-
ever, almost all of the interactions involving English were between
pedestrians talking to each other on the street or between customers talk-
ing to each other in the shops. There was very little English observed
between customers and shopkeepers inside the shops, but this was not due
to the fact that the customers and shopkeepers'did not know English. In
fact, most of them were able to conduct transactions in that language.
English was used mainly between native speakers of English, not as a
lingua franca, i.e. as a medium of communication between persons who do
not share the same mother tongue. In Israel, Hebrew is the lingua franca
'par excellence. It is the language which is expected for use between
Israelis'who do not share the same first'language. Since almost none of
the shopkeepers spoke English natively, the native speakers of English
used Hebriaw with them. Thus, the transaction-count procedure recorded an
important systematic difference in language usage by taking into account
the relationships between speakers. only a single count had been
made--of all speakers across all contexts- -this difference would have been
missed.

Language Attitude

Just as global measures ur language ploticiell.4 and language usage may
be misleading, so global measures of language attitude may obscure
impoftant systematic differences. Attitudes toward a language or atti-
tudesf.4oard a referent for which language serves as 4 symbol may vary
accordiwl'to the context in which the language is used. The'effective+
ness of I contexcualiZed approach to the study of language attitudes can
be illiAtrated by two studies, the first by Carranza and Ryan (1975) and
the secorid by El-Dash and Tucker (1975).

Carranza and Ryan asked bilingual Anglo and Mexican American high
school studehts to rate speakers of English and Spanish on the basis of
voice cues alone. Following the work of Lambert (1967) and his associates,
a comparison of evaluative reactions to speakers 'of two languages was
used ,as an indirect measure of interethnic attitudes. Such a procedure
typically employs, as stimulus material, tape recordings of speakers
reading aloud a standard passage. This procedure has been criticized on
the grounds that differences in ratings of speakers in the two language
may occur if the passage read represents a context inappropriate to one
of the languages (Agheyisi and Fishman, 1970). Accordingly, Carranza and
'Ryan used two speech contexts. In one, a mother is talking as she pre-
pares breakfast for her family; in the other, a teacher is giving a history
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lesson to her class. These contexts were designed to represent home and
'school, respectively. Each context was recorded in each language, yield-
ing four passages in all. Respondents were asked to rate each of sixteen
different speakers (each reading one of the four passages so that each
passage was heard four times) on each of 15 semantic-differential scales.
Their responses demonstrated a striking interaction between language and
context. The English versions of the school context were more highly
rated than the Spanish versions, whereas the reverse was true for the
home context. For these respondentp, attitudes towards each language
(or towards the group represented by the language) was in part a function
of the appropriateness of thv context in which each was used. If only
one context had been employed, the results would have'been misleading.

In the research reported, by El-Dash and Tucker, the views of Egyptians
toward Classical Arabic, Colloquiatl Arabic, and three variet\es of Eng-
lish (American, British, and EgypOan) were studied. Respondents were
asked to rate various personal characteristics of speakers heard on tape
recordings, which represented each of the five language varieties. They
were also asked to rate each speech variety heard with respect to its
suitability for each of five contexts (at home, at school, at work, on
radio and television, and for formal and religious speeches). While the
respondents tended to rate speakers heard using Classical Arabic more
favorably than speakers heard using the other speech varieties, Classical
Arabic was not considered suitable for use at home. In this context,
Colloquial Arabic was preferred. Thus, attitudes towards language use
were found to be a function of communicative context. Again, a global
measure would have obscured this result.

SUMMARY

This article has justified a socioilliguistic. approach to the ...lon6t.cut;i1oh
of language assessment devices on the grounds that it is both necessary
and possible to use such an approach. It is necessary because language
behavior and behavior toward language vary as a function of communicative
context'. That it is possible has'beeh demonstrated by the examples of
contextualized measures presented here. Authors of language assessment
procedures, therefore, should consider explicitly the contexts, in which
the behaviors they wish to describe take place. The more the criterion"
behavior varies as a function of context, the more important it is to
construct techniques which can reflect variation.'



Pragmatics and Language Testing'

John W. Oiler, Jr.

ft is interesting that we often speak of the coinage of terms. This
metaphor is doubly effective if you consider that terms are more or less
stamped into existence by a mentor (if I may be allowed a bad pun), and
they have a certain purchase.value like any other coin. The coin meta-
phor is .particularly apropos to the term "pragmatics" which, in the words.
of William James, emphasizes the "cash value" of linguistic elements as
negotiable items in communication. It comes froth a brand of American
philosophy initiated by Charles S. Pierce at about the turn of the century,
and his thinking was extended by William James, John Dewey, and Charles
Morris.2 Although all of these scholars were Americans, the methods and
assumptions of what may be called a "pragthatic approach to language
study" are by no means unique to Americans, nor are they a recent devel-
opment.

This paper discusses in historical perspective the major concepts of
pragmatics and relates them to language testing. Grammar is viewed as a
theory*of language competence and is characterized as a prtgmatically-
generated expectancy device. It is claimed that in order to adequately
measure. language skills, language tests--whether for first, second, or
foreign language' learners--must activate the internalized expectancy
giammar of the learner. Empirical data showing remarkably high correla-
tions on very different tests of language skills are explained on the
basis of the postulated expectancy grammar. It is hypothesized ti wt other
tests of language skill which fail to produce high correlation with effec-
tive "integrative tests" (thes-term is from Carroll, 1961) are probably
invalid as measures of.language proficiency.

. The claim that a person who learns a language internalizes a grammar,
i.e. a generptilie system that specifies relationships between sound and
meaning in the language, is now widely accepted, though there is still a
lot of debate about the form of such a grammar: For instance, there is
disagreement about whether it is primarily motivated by syntactic, seman-
tic, or pragmatic considerations, whether it is more or less generated
by principles of learning such as induction and substitution (Oiler,
1972c), or whether-'iV is in substantial portion already'present in the
brain of an infant at birth. In this connection, it may be useful to note
that the transformational generative approach seems to be evolving in the
direction of a pragmatically-motivated theory of grammar. The first
stage of the. Chomskyan paradigm was.the position that syntax and semantics
were independent (see ChoMAY, 1957, reviewed and criticized by Reichling,
1961; Jakobson, 1959; and others); the second was that syntax and seman-
tics were not independent4ut together were independent of pragmatic
considerations (see Chomsky, 965; Katz and Fodor,.1963 and Katz and
Postal, 1964; also, see criticisms by Uhlenbeck, 1967; and Oiler et al.,
1969); the third stage which now seems to be emerging is that syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic factors are intricately interrelated and may, in
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fact, be inseparable. This latest development is illustrated in the fol-
. lowing excerpt from Language and Mind (Chomsky, 1972):

It is not clear at all that it is possible to distinguish
sharply between the contribution of grammar to the determination
ofmeaning, and the contribution of so called 'pragmatiC consid-
erations',.questions of fact and belief and context of utterance.
Lt is perhaps worth mentioning that rather similar questions can
be raised about the notion 'phonetic representation'. Although
the latter is one of the best established and least controver-
sial notions of linguistic theory, we can, nevertheless, raise
the question whether or not it is a legitimate abstraction,

`whether a deeper tinderstanding of the use of language might not
show that factors that go beyond grammatical structure enter
into the determination of perceptual representation and physical
form in an inextricable fashion, and cannot be separated without
distortion, from the formal rules that interpret surface struc-
ture as phonetic form (p. 111).

Apparently, Chomsky now sees theories of both sound and meaning as sus-
ceptible to reinterpretation due to pragmatic facts. Concerning phonetic
representations, Dennis Sales and I had advanced the same basic argument
as early as 1969, on the basis of a series of demonstrations showing that
controlled variations in extralinguistic contexts systematically brought
about changes'in the stress patterns of the surface forms of utterances.

Further support for Chomsky's somewhat cautious hint is provided by
D. K. Oiler and Eilers (1975), who showed that the quality of phonetic
transcriptions of children's utterances is improved when the transcribers
are either able to guess or are told the meanings of the utterances.
Even more recently, and perhaps more confidently than Chomsky, Fillmore
(1973) has made a strong case for.the importande of pragmatic factors in
language teaching. In fact, his remarks parallel closely some of the
observations on the importance of pragmatics in several earlier publica-
tions on the same topic (compare Oiler, 1970b, 1971b).

The chief argument in favor of a pragmatic approach to language
derives from the principle of non-summativity. A theory ofilanguage that
ati'empts,to divorce syntax from semantics can ho more hope to explain
language communication than a good book on spelling can hope to explain
the logic of a novel. The same sort of reasoning'isuggests that any
attempt to account for meaning'apart from situatioTsa context (i.e.
semantics divorced from pragmatics) is doomed to iap7dequacy. With the
present re-examination of the. whole question of the relation between lan-
guage and extralinguistic contexts, it seems that a growing interest .in
pragmatics is likely to be a major theme in linguistic analysis for some
years. Although there ere many impprtant unanswered questions,°there no
longer seems to be any substantial disagreement concerning the fundaMental
need for a pragmatically-based account of language use and language
learning. Scarcely anyone is still seriously maintaining that grammar
can be regarded as a self-contained entity independent of extralinguistic
contexts. This seems to be an indication of progress. However, the
turn to pragmatics does not represent the birth of a new approach so
much as a return to a.useful tradition of,language study. On the other
hand, it does constitute a significant change in current trends of research
in the language sciences.
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.HISTORICALr PERSPECTIVE '

.1

As Solomon Said, "There is nothing new under the sun," and much of what
seems to be progress is without doubt merely a reStatethent in current
terminology of notions that were'held true by the ancients and have only
been rediscovered in their modern contexts. A serious student of the
nature of human communication and mental behavior can. ill-afford a con-
temptuous attitude toward early thinking on these topics (Chomsky, 1972,
and Cherry, 1965). One could compile a great 'compendium of pithy quota-
tions showing that ancient scholars and many of their progeny were aware
of the importance-of the fact that language often relates to things
other than language. What is remarkable is that some linguists in recent
decades seem, temporarily at least, to have forgotten-and even-actively
neglected so important and obvious a fact. -' This, of course, is the
reason that it is necessary to stress the pragmatic nature of language.

One of the early indications of concern among language theorists
for the pragmatic aspects of natural languages was the theorizing of the
Danish Modistae in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Bursill-Hall
(1971) claims that they "constructed their theory [of grammar]. on extra-
linguistic facts based. on the structure of reality...(p. 35, footnote
84)."' Their concern for universal grammar was a tradition continued by
the Port-Royal grammarians of the seventeenth century (Chomsky, 1966;
Aarsleff, 1967). The emphasis of both schools'on the rational explana-
tion of grammatical categories in terms of intrinsic logic and extralin-
guistic fact is evidence of their concern for what has been termed
pragmatic mappings (Oiler, 1975a). John Locke (1690), who was a late
contemporary of the Port-Royal grammarians, even went so far as to argue
that "all words are taken from the operations of sensible things,...
(cited in Kuhlwein, 1971, p. 53)."

Pragmatics distinguishes two basic levels of communication that are
employecOto relate .linguistic elements and extralinguistic situations.
James Harris (1751) proposed the basil for this distinction only a 1,

century after the heyday of the Port-Royal 'school'(and I doubt that he
wts the first to notice it): "The Truth is, that every Medium thro'
which we exhibit any thing to another's Contemplation, is either derived
from Natural Attributes, and then it is an Imitation; or else from
Accidents quite arbitrary, and then it is a Symbol (his italics, cited
in Kuhlwein; 1971, p. 69)." In other words, we may either use pictufes
or abstract symbols to map or portray extralinguistic facts. In natural
languages we usually use both, though we tend to rely more heavily on
abstract symbolic means for the communication of cognitive context and
on facial expression and tone of voice for the conveyance of kttitudinal
information. As James Beattie (1788) put it, "the Natural signs of
thought are those changes in complexion, eyes, featUres, and attitude,
and those peculiar tones of voice which all men know to be significant
of certain passions and sentiments (cited in Kuhlwein, 1971, p. 97)."
The brandished fist may be a .picture of a threatened slug in the mouth,
or a symbol pf brotherly solidarity, just as a smile is' often a sign of
friendliness, or sometimes hideous spite. But, postural and gestural
changes are in themselves quite inadequatipp code much of the informa-
tion that the human mind negotiates. Beattie says, "when Compared with
the endless variety.of our ideas, these Natural Signs will appear to be
but few. And many thoughts theie are in the mind of every man, which
produce no sensible alteration, in the body (p. 97)." He goe on, "Arti-

)
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ficial. Signs or Language, have, therefore, been employed for the purpose
of commu is ting thought, and are found so convenient as to hAve super-

' seded in great measure,..:the u63.e of the Natural (p. 97)." Whether or
not We agree with Beattie's intimations about language evolving from a
need to communicate more abstract notiongk,orAgOeas, his remarks clearly
differentiate the two fundamental modes of communication distinguished
in 20th century pragmatic theories of language (Watzlawick et al., 1967).

Of course, pragmatic mappings are abstract, and simple explanations
that try to relate words and things d4.rectly are quite unsatisfactory.
Paralleling the earlier statement quoted from Locke, Dugald Stewart
(1810) wrote, "I have...remarked the disposition of the Mind to have
recourse to metaphors borrowed from the Material World.... This analogi-
cal reference to the Material World adds greatly to the difficulty of
analyzing with philosophical rigour, the various faculties and principles
of our nature, yet it cannot be denied, that it facilitates, to a, wonder-
ful degree, the mutual communications of mankind concerning them__
(cited in Kuhlwein, 1971, pp. 100-101):"

Though serious scholars have often noted the difficulty of incorpo-
rating into theories of language abstractions that relate words to things
(Bloomfield, 1933; Harris, 1951;. and Chomsky, 1957, 1965; just to mention
a few"), the fact that such relations- 6xist is one that is ignored at
great peril to the theories. Surprisingly, Bloomfieldian and early
Chomskyan writings are about the only prominent sources of language thed-
ries that use the ostrich approach topragmatic data, excepting possiblj,
the positivistic philosophy of Rudolf Carnop and hi,s followers. The
lectures of de Saussure, about 1912, compiled by his students (11.959), and
the writings of B. Malinowski (1935), L. Hjelmslev (1954), J. R. Firth
(1957), the Prague School (Vachek, 1966), Sidney Lamb (1966, 1973),
M. A. K. Halliday (1961, 1977), and many others have maintained cognizance
of the fact that language is used for purposes other than putting words
together in a neat arrangement with other words. Since the writings of
most of these more recent authors are better known and more readily avail-
able, we will just refer brie'fly to a note about Firth. Robins (1963)
says, "meaning, the object of all linguistic analysis, in Firth's approach,
is function in a context, whether the extralinguistic context of situa-
tion or the intralinguistic cohtexts of graMmar, phonology, or other
subsidiary levels (reprinted in Kuhlwein, 1971, p. 9)."

Nor have linguists (excluding the Bloomfieldians and early Chomsl.y-
ans) been the only scholars concerned with pragmatic aspects of'language
structure. Psychologistsjespecially Osgood, 1957b), philosophers
(especially Russell, 1940),.logicians (especially Reichenbach, 1947),
communication experts (Cherry, 1965), and even physicists,(Einstein,
1951) have persistently evidenced concern for the fact that language is
intrinsically structured for the codification of information that is
largely non-linguistic. Not long ago, a group of logicians and philoso-
phers met in Jerusalem to discuss the importance of pragmatics to theories_
of natural languages Mar-Hillel, 1971). More recently a journal has
been created on the topic. Obviously, a great deal more could -beand
perhaps should be said in this vein, but the main theme of this volume,
which is language testing, draws us in another direction.

As Upshur (1972) observed, trends in language teaching have tended
to trai along in the wake of linguistic theories, and trends in testing,
at leas in.second or foreign language testing, have been similarly
taggin along behind the prevalent methods and theories of language
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teaching.1 Witness the influential writings of Lado (19573 on methods. of
language teaching patterned after the- "scientific" analysig of_language,,
and his companion .volume on. language testing. (Lado, 1961) . These and
many other books and articles on language testing and teaching were
heavily influenced by theories that deliberately ignored the data-of
pragmatics (Oaler 1971A, 1973a, and forthcoming). The "discrete point"
method of teac d testing are,both naive concerning the fact that
a totality is greater than just a heap of unrelated parts.

-Fartunately,,many applied linguists rejected the naivete that was
characteristic of'dominant.theorieS in the late 1940's, the 1950's, and
through the mid- 1960's. For example, as early as 1904, Otto Jespersen--,
the Dani'sh linguist, was arguing that materials designed to teach a
foreign language, should have meanngTU1°.seguence throughout. He realized
that if Linguistic,structures are presented outside of a meaningful con-
text, learning Will be more difficult. Thi.s has subsequently been
'demonstrated many times over. (for a reve0 othe literature, see 011er,
1971b.) As Jespersen put, it,

.

. ..we tight to learn a language through sensible communications;
there must be (and this as far as.:possible from the very first
day) a certain connection in the thodghta communicated in the
new language...one cannot say anything with mere lists of words.
IndeediTot.even disconnected sentences- ought -to be used.:-=When
people'say that instruction in languages ought to be a kind of
mental,gymnasticsi I do not know if one of the things they have
in Mind'is...sudden and Violent leaps from onerange of ideas
to another (p. lf).

'The reason that pragmatiCally based lan.guage teaching materials can be
'expected to be more effeCtive has been made clear innumerous psycholia-
guistic Studies in recent years. If the learner is made aware of the

contexts to which language. 7tstructures relate, he has a much
mbre.powerful.basis for subconsciously constructing and thereby internal-

- izing the grammar of thellanguage. The' partially predictable sequence.
of events' in communicative contexts is one sort of data that the learner
can capitalize on to great benefit: ti fact, it pragmatic mappings of
Utterances .onto contexts are not made available to the learner, there is
no reason to suppose that language acquisition can occur at all.

TOWARO A DESOUTION OF A l*GMATIC'EXPliCyANCY GRAMMAR

Let.us-.now turn our attention to the characterization of granunar as a
model7of underlying language competence, (Later we will relate these

.considerations to. language testing.) We will first .discuss some empiri-
cal facts of language use which suggest that one of the important charac-
teristicg of such a grammar 'must be.a-capability to generate expectancies,
based on contextual dependencies. With this in mind, we will use' the
term "expectancy grammar." .*Saime empirical data will be cited in support
of this notion, and a partial fomalism will be described. Then we will
consider 'Some fihdings of-i-esearch in language testing and attempt to
draw some .inferences about valid langliage tests.

Fpr some years now, it tiaS been popular to'smak,of the perception of
language as a Piocess of analysisby-synthesis: The evidence that such

, .

a proCess undethes the perception of lingUlStit sequences; 7-whether.in

r
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listening, reading, or some, combination of the two, as when following a
text that is being read aloud by someone else,--is pervasive. The motor
theory of speech perception, proposed by Liberman (1957) and others at
Haskins Laboratories, maintained that the perception of distinctive
sound segmerits was mediated by the articulatory processes necessary to
produce those segments. This-notion provided the seminal basis for the
later theory of analysis-by-synthesis developed by Stevens (1960). It
is well-known that some .phonemes of Englis-h, for instance, and-especially
the distinctive intonational contours of English, are often indistin-
guishable without reference to higher-level contexts (Lieberman,,;1967;

100tevens, 1960) ave already noted Chomsky's remarks (1972, p. 111)
in this vein .nd the e nce in support of them. Much 'recent research
in the perception of spoken .4 written forms of langu suggests that
there is a close relationship b- een perceptual proce ses and the prag-
matic structure of language (see -ths rticl, in.Ho n and Jenkins,
1971; also, Kavanagh and Mattingly, 1972).

It seems that the perception of linguistic sequences is mediated by
an expectancy grammar that is ntinually formulating, modifying, and
reformUlating hypotheses about the underlying structure and meaning of
input signals. These hypotheses are related yia pragmatic mappings to
extraliguistic contexts and are instrumental in the analysis of the
surface form. Chomsky and Halle (1968) suggest that, "the hypothesis
will...be accepted if it is not too radically at variance with the
acoustic material." Or, putting it differently, the perceiver seems to
rapidly alternate between a synthesis that is "fast" and "crude" and an
analysis that is "deliberate, atteNtivg;...,and sequential" (Neissor,
1967).

A growing body of experimental data on listening and reading pro-
cesses lends credence to the analysis -by-synthesis model -,f(0-Orception.
As Levin and Kaplan (1971) pilt'fit, "listeners and.readers alike, appear
to decode sentences not only by interpreting as they hear "r read. but
also by anticipating what is likely rb come, next (p. 2).- KcIleri7 (7971)
argues that the reader or listener seldota makes a specific ei,esm as to
what wrrd. phrase, "r is. likely to folloio Pati'PT. he genera'.-m
a kind of readiness for a range of roc ilailiti-c Tt is 's 'hong'. the
perceiver were prepared fov answers to certain riu,-t-h- -v h

w-. searching for an-wers to cpefific que-tion.
The synth-sic, 0. hyrorip5i, that th' p-r.eivnr. g-nerate- as a ma'

for tH.e input signal hc' characteri7-d in a nat i- term- .7-f

grw-mat of exp-ctancN. The perceiver' hypothss.is about th- input
nal is largely hated on t' - co.itextnal constrairit that are "tili7ed ' ti

the inter'nali7ed grammar The hpothesis that i- ev ntnally aee'pr0
what the perceiver heays. rea,ls. or einderstands. Tn perception. 'he
expectations generated 1-n. the grammar are snljec' to modification whr--
ever they fail to produce a curfic)ent match for the incoming sign.]
Creative errors in reading and /isteninv provide' drama,i' evidence for
this process. For example, °Pie foreign ct "dent taking a dictation tee
at UCLA transformed an entire paragrnph on "brain cells" int- a fairs'
readable text on "brand sale'." the stndent's rendition was similar
phonetically to the original passage on a phtnce h' phrase hais, but
completely obliterated the original content 1,ess remarkable examples
illustrate the same underlying process. On another dictation test, fo'
instance, student' wrote -scintist's an't "scie-tist'-
evaminarionc- coy 1
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errors are actually quite common among non-native speakers. Richards
(1971a, 1971b) has drawn some interesting conclusions about underlying
processes based on learner's errors, as has Corder (1971).

Although the process of analysis-by-synthesis has been quite widely
accepted by researchers as a plausible basis for the perception of lan-
guage, to my knowledge the proposal that an analogous process underlies
the'production of language (Oiler, 1973b, 1974a and b, and forthcoming)
has only been tentatively suggeSted. Nevertheless, it seems that language
production is a kind of synthesis -by- analysis.. The speaker or writer has
an idea that he wants to communicate, but, as Coliji Cherry (1965) has

' said, he never really has it until he "jumps on ityith both verbal feet."
It seems that the speaker or writer has a notion of what he wants to say- -
a sort of hypothesis or prior synthesis,.if you likeand he analyzes it
by putting it into words. In this way, we may conveniently explain the
potent observation by Dewey (1926) that the words which come out of a
person's mouth often surprise that person more than anyone else. In the
case of language production in contrast to perception, expectancies are
the governing factor, and the physical signal is adjusted to match them.
In perforining the synthesis-by-analysis, it is frequently the case that
details and relationships previously unavailable on a conscious level do
become available consciously, and, hence, the surprise value to ourselves
of the things that we say.

. At this point, an em rical examplt may help to make clear how a
grammar of expectancy se es to ekplain crucial aspects of language use.
The example will also provide a bridge to the descr tian of the tentative
formalism for a grammar of expectancy which is discu ed below.

.,Clark (1966) has shown that phrases referring to tor, action, and
recipient in transitive sentences are differentially c strained in actives
and passives. In the passive, as Levin and Kaplan (197 observe, -the
latter part....[referring to] the...[action] and the acto is highly corl,
strained by the former part, the...[recipient]; this was n t true for the
corresponding parts of active sentences (p. 4)." Clark (1 6) and Roberts
(1966) have showt further that recall for actives and passiv s is governed
by the uncertainties predicted bN Clark's earlier experiment. The experi
ments. of Levin and Kaplan (19711 th^mselvPs, with aye voice -sp n (Evs),
confirmed their pradiction that Fk,c would increase in tba middy of Eas-
sive sentences bu' not in ictiv 5. P sul's th-t suppor' Omilar v. Viral i
zat'ons ha'e heed achieve' ''n'' - ' "-' -
- varip,, (1n-11 ^vpry,*t thnt

the important point is th't thc c-nstraints facilitate proses
sing only incoCqr ac they lead to the iormation of succnssful
anticiration.,.. The reader then can test hypothesic for him
self If it is confirmed, the prnviosl assigned interpreta-
tion is accepted and the material can he easily and efficiently
processed. if he cannot confirm his previously assigned inter-
pretation he must backtrack and reassign interpretations, which
seems easier to do in reading than in listening To elaborate,
successful hypothesis generation depends on the ability to
late. or assign some tentative interpr.-tat i-n tr, what 11.-A her.71

read or heard (p. 13)-

Further confirmatiOn is provided by Wanat and Levin (1968) and W,hat (19711.
The empirical data qflpporting the oreynt;flt f pt, ...(114,rtn prM.
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a deice that generates and confirms hypotheses, is.overwhelmingly affirm-
ative. The major question that remains is what specific form a grammgr of
expectancy might take. In other words, how can the notion be.formalized
in a suggestive.and helpful way. More importantly, one may want the for-
malism itself to be vulnerable to empirical tests in a variety of ways..
In particular, it should mirror the utilization of contextual constraints_
in a way t t naturally accounts for the data of language use. It should
also be cone tly modifiable wherever it fails to predict the data.

The first attempt at such a formalism was notably unsuccessful. It
was, in fact, a left-to-right finite state grammar which operated only.
on constraints from one word to the neAt. A significant inadequacy of
such a mechanism was its inability to suspend processing of a certain segm
ment while dealing with an intervening one: it had no way of remembering
to return to.the earlier segmeht in order to continue its work there.
Related to this debilitating difficulty was the lack of capability in
handling recursive functions where elements of indefinite length might be
strung together or imbedded in complicated ways. The observations of
Lashley (1951) showed the total inadequacy of such devices as models of
even the simplest sorts of -human behavior. The.work of Chomsky (1956)
provided a mathematical proof for the inadequacy of finite state models.

A second stage in the attempt to come to grips with the sequential
nature of language processing was achieved inderienlently and nearly simul-
taneously by a number of researchers in diverse areas. "Finite state
devices," "transition network grammars," or "directed graph models," as
they were variously called, were modified in important ways to achieve
recursive generative capacity (Newcomb, 1963; Johnson, 1965; Conway,
1964). While in most cases the generative power of the mechanisms achieved
at this stage was equivalent only to context-free phrase structure gram-
mars, they maintained the virtue of a fairly straightforward account of
the sequential nature of a great deal of language processing. This virus
is not shared by the phrase structure grammars usually written by lin-
guists operating in the Chomstcyan tradition. Moreover, recursive trarli
tion network models allow for the escpressio,' of -ertain gramatical
regularities in more eco,,omical and natural ways than phrase structure
rewrite rules. They are more 'onve "ient in that the effe'ts of mod;(;.
tions in the grammar nv.-- fton m,- ,rTny-v,t than ;fl

qtructure grammar-.
Neverth '-less, without furthe modif;cation in the Iii-c-c,ion of gr

complexit%. recn;si,e transition models at fnalegil-;te 'n a numher of
important waNs. As Woods (107n) ohs. rved the) are not ahle to "move
fragment' of the s.-ntenre aro"nd (so that position, in deer st,n,
tune are different from thOse in the stir face struct,trP), ;o copy and
delete fragments of sentc-nc.- stY13ctur7., awl to mqke...qctions on constitu
ents generally dependent on the context in whi,h those eon-titnents
(p. c92)." Woods proposed a solution to these pohlems in the form nf
what he calls "an augmented reci.rcivn transition network grammar (p. Sol)
The grammar Woods has developed does not utilize pragmatic.r.onstraints of
extralinguistic context, hut in spite of this limitation it provides a
useful formalism for the notion expectancy grammar" as we have used the
term here. Moreover, such a grammar ran he morlifir-cl to inooTroTntr' pray
matic information.

The changes that Woods (1970, 1972) imposes on the "recursive transi
tion network" in orlicr to achie-ve what he calls an "augmented recursive
transition network." or simply nn "augmented
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various "conditions" which must be met if a transition is to be followed,
as well as certain "actions" or formal operations on constituents that
are to be executed if the transition'is followed. The augmented grammar
that Woods has developed is capable of keeping track of tentative deci-
sions already made, and of modifying them as more input is analyzed. At
the same time, it is constantly keeping track of the limits of subsequent
possibilities by anticipatory operations based on the information avail-
able to a given point. Woods says, "structure building actions associ-
ated with the arcs of the grammar network allow for the re-ordering,
re-structuring, and copying of constituents necessary to produce deep
structure representations of the type normally obtained from a transforma-
tional analysis, and conditions on arcs allow for a powerful selectivity
which can rule out meaningless analyses and take advantage of semantic
informatioll to guide the parsing (1970, p. 591)."

To illustrate the functioning of an "augmented transition network
granular," or an "expectancy grammar," we may refer to the differential
processing of active and passive sentences noted earlier in this paper.
Examples a and b below are parallel in several respects. However, a is
"passive" while b is "active" (at least as these terms are defined in the
research mentioned earlier). To be more correct, technically a uses a
transitive verb in the passive while b uses an intransitive verb.

(a) The little boy was bucked off by the spotted pony
(b) The little boy was gone away by /the next day.

An expectancy gramrjar with the properties described by Woods (1970, 1972).
with modifications to take pragmatic information into account (as do real
speaker-hearers), might recognize and interpret a and b in roughly the
way described below.. For the sake of the example, we "ssume a phonetic
analyzer plus an expectancy grammar. Many grammati,a1 details are omittc
and we 'eifY the grammar. that is we accum- t a T ic

i7cd in the *brain of the speaker hearer
The first input w"rd mad,-availabl- to the expectancy grammar from

is the. This eleT,Ient can he seg,,,enc.d from little ant the following
elements inasmuch 'he gramiar no lexica' ent,, c-rrespondin to
phonetic coo,-ces of (9^11. (9.-lrr11, etc. Tr 'ec-gnizes the as
a dtetminc,. Hence, 't Priws 'hat the is 'hp 1-eging of noun pair.,-
(of onTse, it ascuwes that the s( -esker ha- not "ade a false start. or
any ne of a -umber -f .thP, possibilities which the gr=,mmar -uld etrnt-
ally rzilF out any way on the bgsi- of cubs Tiet inf rma'ion). The
turf, building op-ration w' ird is ex-c-,-1

rontinp lictuTed in Figwe 1.
T'c firct arc ini\thnt r,nr;,,e oT-To ponds r" a noun phrase sull,routi'.

which is e-panded ;n Figwe loT the ciihject f t*e de larative sen
tens'-, the Prammar cure- in its mc,mory r'-gicter the fact 'hat the first
word in the string being pre,cesced is the det,,rmin,-r the. Provided this
analysis is corre,t so fq,. the grammar knows th-,t several subsequent
possibilities are likelN . The determiner may he followed b+ an intensi
Fier or string of them, modifying an adkctive or string of them, modi
fying a head noun. Or, it may simply he followed by a head noun. Tn
terms of the sub-routine in Figure 2, the grammar has already taken the
transition labeled "Det" to arrive at state q1. The grammar anticipates
a 'noun to follow which represented in the transition to state 16.

Tn scanning the next word it dice-e,v,"1, little Thi rhone,ti, ,7,,plenre
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Figure 1. A Fragment of a Recursive Transition Network Grammar: A

Routine for Generating Some Declarative Sentences in Fngligh,
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Prep NP

Figure 3. A Silb-Pontine for Some Prepoitional rhra<pc in English,

is segmented from the phonetic sequences of
etc. This is accomplished by virtue of the fact that the word little is
the first phonetic sequence that not only matches a lexical entry in the
grammar, but also is an adjective which allows a transition in the gram-
mar'from state (11 to q5. The grammar now anticipates either another
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adjective or the head noun to follow. Since little is semantically
marked as a size indicator, the grammar anticipates a head noun that prag-
matically maps onto a pre-Fspecified physical object which has size and
shape dimensions in some extralinguistic context. The next word scanned
is boy. (Henceforth, reference to phonetic segmentation is omitted.)
Since boy is a noun, it allows the transition from state qc to qA. Since,
qA is a final state for the noun phrase sub-routine (as indicated by the
slash and subscript 1 in Figure 2), the grammar may now return processing
to the declarative sentence routine provided that no prepositional phrase
follows the presumed subject noun phrase. Since the next word is was,
which is lexically classified as a form of a stative verb be,.the grammar
"pops" out of the NP sub-routine and returns control to the declarative
sentence routine, where it starts processing the predicate (see Figure 1).

So far, it 'has recognized and interpreted the noun phrase the little
boy, whichit has tentatively parsed and interpreted semantically and
pragmatically. The parsing is equivalent to an incomplete tree structure
as shown below. In addition, the grammar has pragmatically mapped the
subject NP onto some referent which is known to he a memher

Pet

NP

Adi

of the set ref boys and the sub set cf littl, hys. On the basis of the
declarative` sentence generator in Figure 1. it ",,w antiripnte, a predira
which will tell somothing ahour the littl boy. T1+ kirds of predirat
that are likely are limit,d y sntnct;c, cem-ntic, And tyrigmati, c

strain's 5.4y.,ta.tir.,i1%, on the ha-i, of the transit ion networT of
Figure 1. -F -a+ he ollowed b+ a trInqit VP verb by tal inp the tr
siti-n cro- rll to 1. or an itivP v-Th by tLf
from (11 to (12, ptc nr"t n71 cann r t> P Grammar ;c was, Wh;
cello a tr''ncitiOn 'TOM rll t0 91. TI,iq ;F: n f nsI -Intp, th,

word bucked follnwc, he oramm-T '10Pq nn' "rT" (1 P. ter-inatp proves
ci,ig in ti.P. routine) Ac co n ac bucked off ", p70'eqsed a.d r.00gnized
as r pact p rrt iciple for"' of A tr,i;;ITi-1, er' the gra,-mat hac srecified
the pa-ive conctructin a"(1 that -.T1 age,lt of a reTtA'n tyte 4in likely t

th grammgt kn--- that .ertain fur logged b-as's
which aro ridden by h,,man heings buck.

. -n agent is exP-"ed
subserpront h-phra-ie, and ,ertain propetties of t}r't Agent Aro anti,ci
pared. The effect of thi,, anti-ipation wi)1 he t- facilitate processing
if correct, and to hinder it if incorrect_ Wanat (1971) roported that
a prepositional phrase with by. cur-h as by_the barn in the sentence. the
boy was bucked off by the barn wa-, more dif?icpit to prncess than n by
phrase such as by the pony in the sentence, ofe boy was bucked off by
the_pony. Not only is the by.-phrase expected to refer try an agent; hair
it is pragmatically constrained to IrInntion an ape,q- of a .erttin sort.
ThP rest of thp anaiNgi,: of coot c-nr.- a pr,,pvr-ct,(,,7 by 1,1,

.1,
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and concludes with the processing of the agent noun phrase much the way
the subject noun phrase was processed. When processing concludes, the
grammar pops from state q14 of Figure 1.

Sentence b is analyzed in a similar way right, up to the past parti-
ciple, which in b is gone away. The 'possibilities that exist at that
point; namely the ones that are spe6ified'by the grammar, are that the
sentence will terminate, or that it will be followed by a modifier in
tire form of a prepositional phrase, or other adKerbial or string of
adverbials. Whatever follows if the sentence does not terminate'is not
constrained in the way that the agent in the byphrase of the passive
was constrained for sentence a. The modifier that is subsequent to the
verb in sentence,b may be a locative such as to his mother's; it may be
a time adverbial like by the next day; a manner adverbial like quickly;
or an instrumental adverbial like on a horse; etc.

These facts which are conveniently represented in an expectancy
g'rammar explain the data referred to earlier in this paper concerning
the differential processing of active and passive sentences. Although
the deliberately oversimplified examples that we worked through to this
'point have attempted to account for language perception, complications
of the basic notions illustrated apply equally to perception and,produc-
tion data. For example, combinations of perception and production, 'as
in reading aloud, taking dictation, or having a conversation, all
require an expectancy system of the sort illustrated. For this,reason
it is particularly well-equipped to serve as a framework within which
the problems and data of language testing can be discussed.

Another useful extension of a theory of expectancy grammar is sug-
gested by the research of Watzlawick et al. (1967). Their work stresses
the fact that human communicative behavior has at least two aspects.:
there is a relationship (affective) aspect of messages concerning how
people see each other as people, and there is a giontent (cognitive)
aspect encompassing the coding of factual informalion in the everyday
sense (see the remarks above in the section on historical perspective.
pp. 41-43). To oversimplify a hit, factors that pertain to the rein
tionship aspect of communication arebasically the area of interest
encountenanced by sociolinguists; factors-that pertain to the content
aspect,on the other hand, are characteristically the domain of intereq,
of logiCians, cognitive psychologi.,ts. and psycholinguists. Relation-
ship information is normally coded by what we term paralinguistic
anisms, whereas -ontent information is noymnil% rn.le.d in segmental
rhonemes, words, phrases, sentences, etc.

The research of Ogston and Condon (1971) shows an interesting tonne'
tion betwe" the paralinguistic mechanisms and content level mechanisms
of coding. They demonstrated that "as a normal person speaks. his bony
'dances' in precise and o*dered cadence with the speech as it is articu
lated. The body moves in patterns of change which are directly propor
tional to the articulated pattern of the speech stream (p. 1.5)." And
what is perhaps still more interesting: "A hearer's body was found to
'dance' in precise harmony with the speaker. When the units of change
in their behavior are segmented and displayed consecutively, the speaker
and hearer looly like puppets moved by the same set of strings (p. 158)."
In commenting on the research of Ogston and Condon; Lenneherg (1971)
observed that it is apparently thr case "that the flow of movements that
constitute motor behavior consists of 'chunks' each having a peculiar

. program' of nervous integration (p 175)." Lenneherg goes on to observe
.that,
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the sequences of behavior in animals and man are, under normal
conditions, extremely flexible. As the organism moves from situ-
ation to situation, the patterns of sequences are constantly
readjusted to fit specific demands; the only common denominator
that remains between one motor sequence, for example, one epi-
sode of catching prey, and the next is a logical principle or,
in other words, a. generalized pattern. If the individual associ-
ates of change of neuromuscular events had to be stored one by
one, it is difficult to see how and when the organism would have
time to acquire the unique behavioral changes as they occur on
one particular occasion, and how instantaneous transformations,
which adjust behavior to the imperatives of the moment could be
performed without a new trial and error procedure (p. 177).

All of tip. suggests that the organism possesses a complicated gener-
ative mechanism or hierarchy of programs that.deterMines the behavior
appropriate to a given situation. An expectancy grammar seems to be a
natural mechanism for explaining these facts. Such a grammar seems not
only to underlie langillage behavior in particular, but human behavior in
general. That is to say, the human being has internalized a grammar of
expectancy which enables him to generate (out of a rich repertoire of
"grammatical" routines and sub-routines) unique models to fit particular-
situations. I have suggested elsewhere that it is reasonable to assume
that such grammatical programs themselves are generated apd constantly
modified by certain principles of learning (011er, 1971a, 1972c, 1974b,
and forthcoming).

CONNECTIONS WITH LANGUAGE TESTING

Within the context of expectancy .grammars as models of underlying compe-
tence, a valid language tests can be defined as one that activates the
expectancy grammar that the learner has internalized. The extent to which
the learner's grammar is able to synthesize and analyze meaningful
sequences of elements in the language is an index of his proficiency or
competence in the language. A great deal of data from research in second
language testing, in particular, shows that some kinds of tests are better-'
than others at activating the learner's ' nternalized expectancy grammar.
The arguments considered in this section originated largely in second
language proficienc% research. HowPver, it c,hould he borne in mind that
the conclusi cms and genevnli7ntinnc from t1 data have mi7ch wide.r

Among the tests that appear to prmvide vaJir7 information about lan
guage proficiency are the traditional dictation and the more recently
popularized doze procedure. In various forms, these two and other inte-
grative tests have been advocated by Carroll (1961), Valette (1964, 1967).
Spolsky et al. (1968), 011er (1970a; 1973h; forthcoming and references
there), Johansson (1974), Angelis (1974), Upshur (1972), Upshur and Palmer
(1974), Gradman (1973), Stubbs and Tucker (1974), and many others. One
of the indications of the validity of such tests is their strong inter-
correlation with each other. A doze test is based on a visual input that
is read by the examinee, while a dictation is based on an auditory input
that is heard by the examinee; nevertheless, they tend to correlate at
near the .90 level. This means that roughly 81% of the variance on the
tests is common variance. Similar result's have been achieved with tests

6r
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of reading and speaking skills (Oiler and Perkins, forthcoming, and Appen-
dix to Oiler, forthcoming).

While the typical interpretation of such data by experts prior to the
1970's was that it only indicated test reliability (and more recently
Rand, 1972, and Educational Testing Service, 1970), there is reason to
believe that such data can only be interpreted as an indication of test
validity. In particular, such results show. that the two types of tests
are probably tapping,a common underlying skill. 'The notion of an texpec-'
tancy grammar" offers a sound theoretical basis for explaining the overlap.

Figure 4 illustrates the facts that have been observed ip a wide
Variety of Pntegrative tests, 'especially the subclass of pragmatic lan-
guage tests. The' areas of the various circles can be taken as roUgh'rep-
resentations, of the variances on different pragmatic tests.involving
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The overlap between the
circles may be taken as evidence of a basic expectancy grammar that is
tapped by all of the tests. While the areas of non-overlap, i.e. the
shaded portions of the figure, may perhaps be attributed either to rela-
tively superficial differences in peripheral processing mechanisms (such
as hearing and seeing), or to unreliability, or to both, in the cases of
individual subjects where the correlation may be practically nil, an
explanation can be provided on the basis of disorders in the peripheral
processing mechanisms, unusual experiential background (such as only
having experienced the language in written form), and the like. For
example, a person may be weak in the ability to read English_script even
though he understands spoken English very well. Similarly, a learner may
have acquired considerable skill in deciphering the written form of the
language and be quite inept at.understanding its spoken form.

Some of the tests which qualify as belonging to the family of prag
matic tests, in addition to those we have already noted, include the
Forgign Service Institute's Oral Interview, many reeding tasks, essay
writing, and a great many other communication tasks_'' In general, thes,-,

tests have remarkable characteristics of stability and sensitivity. To
illustrate some of their practical and theoretical virtues. we will
reYiew only a couple of samples "f data from dictation and cloze tests.

A dictation of the sort that is rea,onably termed n pragmatic- test
is one that is administered at a normal conversational -rate over -egment"
that challenge the short term memory span of the e-amioees. This kind,
contrary to much of what thc -experts- said during the 1950's and 1060' -
has proved repeatedly to he an excellent devirc for the me,snrement of
language proficiency (Oiler, 1970a; Johansson, 1971; 011er and ',treiff,
1975), and it also works well as an elicitation devife f"r data concerni.,0
speific deficiencies in the internalized grammar of the second langnapc
learner (Angelis, 1974). On a dictation as a global proficiency test.
the examinee's score is determined by counting the number of deleted
words, extraneous insertions. of ordc.r, nn,; rhnnn1nOrn111, rmIti
fated entries.

Of course, more specific "achievement" tests may be constructed by
salting the passage with particular sorts of phonological, morphological,
lexical, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic exemplars of rule applications
Many other uses for this integrative testing technique, and the others
mentioned earlier, are not difficult to imagine. An important point to
remember in the construction of any such test is that the language it
represents shdUld be characteristic of the kinds of situations ancstyles
of speech or writing the examinee is apt to enconntnr in the "real" use
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Figure 4. Variance overlap on integrative tests as an indi-
cation of an underlying grammar of expectancy.
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of the language skills that the test se* se to measure. This is just,.
another iJay of saying that the activities required by the test, to be
valid, must resemble (at deep leveWas accurately as possible the real
life activities that they try to predict the examinee's skill in.

A cloze test is constructed byzjeleting words from a passage of se.
The task set the exaqlnee is to re ace,the missing items. -Probably e
simplest and most frequently ea-method for constructing a clore test in
order to achieve a'global:e timate of language skill is to delete every
sixth or seventh word frpm a passage of rose of 300 to 350'words in

. length. The scoring of the test may be done in several. ways.The least
complicated method is to count the-numb r of words rthat are restored
exactly as they were placed in the or inal text. Although this method
works about as well as any other in d termining the readability of a text
for native speakers, either one.of two other methods will probably work
better in the measurement of'nOn-native proficiency. Darnell-(1968)
recommends a method based on a fairly'sophisticated comparison of the
non-native's choice con each item against a response frequency analysis
for native speakers. The drawback to this scoring technique is its
consideiable complexity. Having native speakers make judgments of
acceptability actually_jworks slightly better than the exact-word scoring
method, and is simpler to use than methods requiring response frequency
analysis (Darnell, 1968). As in the case of dictdtion, doze tests also
are adaptable to many different testing purposes. Again, their theoreti-,
cal claim to validity resides in the fact that they activate the inter-
nalized expectancy grammar of the examinee.

Pragmatic tests, such as doze procedure and dictation, have not been
entirely wanting for criticism. It has been argued (Rand, 1972) that
thedo not provide specific enough information on the precise points of
grammar where the examinee may be deficient, whereas discrete-point tests
are especially designed to do so. It seems. however, that this criticism
is not well founded In generlt, pragmatic tests are rough better
equipped to provide diagnostic information than discrete-point tests
because pragmatic tests elicit eri1ors in contexts where the dynqmic
aspects of grammar ayp or,.rntiv.- (cf. P\pgr.li. 1071: and Oiler. forth
coming) .

It has also been argued that pragmatic tests do not clearly differenti
ate non-native st'.'ients who can and cannot surceed in c,,Ilege-level cours'
work (Rand, 1977). This argument is based ,In the flse ass,tmpt i on that
a language test by itself -an predict which foreign students upill succee'
in a college level 41or any other) course of s'udy. If langwige skill
were all that were regl i red no f111r,T11- nnt ;yr. r p r 1,?,, I
and this.is simply not the case.

Yet another criticism isthat integrative tests are "ton vapue." that
one cannot tell precisely what they measure. This, however, is no fault
of the tests but is rather characteristic or the skill(s) they seek to
measure. Answering the question, "How much language proficiency is neces-
sary to understand what goes on in a college level course" is like answer-
ingtpthe question, "How much light is sufficient to f4110...ysr way out of
a fOrest?"' It depends hardly at all on any particplar discrete "rhys"
of light, and the same sort of tiling can he said about "points" of Ian
guage skill. rt just happens.to be the case, moreover, that pragmatic
testsare better suited to the mapping measurement of language proficiency
(albeit in a vague way) than discrete, -point tests are.

probably, expectancy grammars are as resistant to mutilations of vari-
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ous sorts as is the use of language itself. We can frequently say what
we do not mean and still be correctly understood. Or, we may mean what
we do notsay and still be .understood. The well-known and now classic
experiments of Miller et al. (1951) for Bell Laboratories are evidence
enough of the fact.that the speech signal itself may be quite badly dis-
torted and still be understood readily by a jistener.- The concept of a
pragma ly-motivated expectancy grammar suggests a straightforward
explana ion fgr this. Similarly, a person who scarcely utters a word
that is early understandable in isolation may be understood easily when
his communications are dealt with in their extralinguistic and linguistic
contexts. Thus,.pragmatic tests sample the non-native 4peaker's ability
to do what nativelspeakers do in the normal. use of language.'

\SUMMARY

The _study of pragmatics as it, relates generally to linguistic theory .and
applied linguistics, and particularly to language testing, has been.con-
sidered. Although the pragmatic approach may represent a.change in the
emphasis of current research, it is rooted .in a long history of concern
forthe meaning- oriented aspects of language use and learning. The trans-
formational tradition has largely ignored the pragmatic nature of lahguage-
until quite recently, but now seems to be moving rapidly in the direction
of a pragmatically-motivated theory. The major premise of pragmatics that
a whole is greater than the sum of its parts has important consequences
for linguistics, applied linguistics, and-language testing. Nor is.1t a
new idea. The notion of an "expectancy grammar" is employed as a basis
for explaining certain psycholinguistic facts as well as data from lan-
guage testing research. Vrakmatic tests. it is claimed, are superior ta
the discrete-point type in that they tap the underlying, internalized
expectancy grammar of the examinee.

FOOTNOTES

"'This article incorpprates and expands material presented in three earlier
papers. The first, "PrRgmatic Language Testing: A Theory for Use and a
Use for Thenry," was an invited lecture presented at Indiana, University
in January, 19.73 at a meeting sponsored by the Committee on Research in
Educational Development and Language Tnstruction (A versinn of that
lecture appeared in Language Sciences, 2R, 1973, pp. 7 12.) The second
lecture, entitled "Pragmntics," was presented 1t the University of New
Mexico in April, 1973 at a meeting of the Duke City Linguitics Circle
The third lecture, which had the same title as the present paper, was
given in San Juan, .Puerto Rico in May, 1973 at an Tnternational seminar
on Language Testing, jointly sponsored by the AMA Commission on Language
Tests and Testing and the Organi7nrion of Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages (TESOL) .

2The relevant works of any one of the four men mentioned here would
constitute an impressiVe bibliography: In connection with the notion,
"pragmatics" and its relation to the philosophy of pragmatism, see Hayden
and Alworth (1965) and the selections in it by Pierce, James, and Dewey.
For one of the major works on the topic% see Morris (1938). A thorough
history of the topic would take us too far Off course. t

3For instance, see Oiler and Perkins (1978) for research demonstrating
the relevance of expectancy grammar to first language and bilingual con-
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texts. (See also Paft'VI of Oiler and Perkins, forthcoming.) Apparently,
language proficiency in the sense discussed in this paper is the key fac- ",1

for in a very wide zange.of eduCational contexts and especially tests.
In fact, one can make a case for the view that intelligen'Ce'is intrinsi-
cally tied to language proficiency in the sense defined, and the tests
aimed at the former day really only be measuring the latter,(see Wier,
1978).

Pragmatic tests are defined (Oiler, forthcoming) ds that class of
integrative tests meeting two requirements first,, they must require the
pragmatic mapping.of utterances (or their surrogates) onto-extrolinguistic
context. This can be termed the meaning requirement. Second, they must
require the processing to take p1aCe ander.temporal constraints. This .

may lie termed the Itlme.requirement. ..Integrative tests, on the,other'A
hand, are a much broader class of tests defined as the antithesis of
discrete-point tests.

51 am indebted-to the ldte Dr. Walton Geiger for this metaphor.

0
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